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PREFACE
Actual and metaphorical deaths recur frequently in
Twain's Huckleberry Finn.

However, the patterns of these

death incidents are not so easily deciphered as one might
expect, for while there are indeed many deaths in Huckle
berry Finn, to study everyone in detail would not
necessarily prove that death itself is an important motif
in the work.

When one examines the circumstances sur

rounding these deaths, however, a number of distinct and
rather curious, even bizarre, patterns appear.

It seems

that a surprising number of deaths in Huckleberry Finn are
accompanied by superstitious ritual, grotesque social pro
tocol, and/or graphic demonstrations of the awesome power of
natural forces.

These deaths assume many forms; some are

human demises, some are non-human expirations, and many are
purely fie-urative "deaths."
The theory posited here is not entirely new, nor is it
without critical precedent and support.

Richard P. Adams, 1n

his "Introduction to Hark Twain" in American Literary Masters,
sees the pattern of death and rebirth as the largest struc
tural element in Huckleberry Finn.
T\vain at

\~ork,

Bernard DeVoto, in

~

recognizes the death imagery in Huckleberry

Finn as evidence of Twain's death-oriented thinking and
observes that additional critical research must be conducted
"to determine why death, the images and humors and disgusts

11
of death, the fear of death, and the threat of death colored
his phantasy from childhood on."
Selected death-incidents in Twain's life which might
have influenced his art will be mentioned in this study, but
the major focus \iill be upon an examination of and evaluation
of recurrent death patterns in Hucl<leberry Finn, based on a
Juneian archetypal critical approach.

Throueh these pat

terns, the reader will see that the death motif contributes
toward the development of character, theme and structure in
the wo-rk.
An introductory chapter defines and discusses the
critical terms (Jungian) used in this investigation.

After a

brief study of Mark Twain's experiences with death, Huck's
relationship with his father,

includine that relationship's

Oedipal implications, will be explored.

The next chapter

attempts to clarify Huck's actions and feelings within the
framework of the Jungian archetype of initiation.

The two

following chapters deal with deaths, both non-human and human,
and how they contribute to the overall pattern of death 1n
IIucl<1eberry Finn.
I would Ii ke to thnnl< Dr. Gary IUee\<er, my t hes is ad
V1sor, Dr. Richard Keller, my second reader, and Dr. Charles
Walton, Chairman of the EngliSh Department for their aSS1S
tance in the writing of this thesis.

My thanks must go, also,

to Dr. Joseph L. Henderson for clarifying several points from
his worl<s.
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Chapter I

HUCKLEBERRY FINN AND THE JUNGIAN
ARCHETYPE OF DEATH
The Jungian concept most heavily drawn upon here is
that of the "collective unconscious" and its "archetypes."
In his essay, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious,"
Carl Jung outlines this concept:
A more or less superficial layer of the unconscious is
undoubtedly personal.
I call it the personal uncon
scious.
But this personal unconscious rests upon a
deeper layer, which does not derive from personal ex
perience and is not n personal acquisition but is inborn.
This deeper layer I call the collective unconscious.
I
have chosen the term "collective" because this part of
the unconscious is not individual but universal; in
contrast to the personal psyche, it has contents and
modes of behavior that are more or less the same every
where and in all individuals.
It is, in other words,
identical in all men and thus constitutes a common
psychic substrate of a suprapersonal nature which is
present in everyone of us. l
Jung elaborates on this concept in explaining his theory of
archetypes, that is, those components of the collective un
consclous which are indirectly discernable on a conSClOUS
levels
Psychic existence can be recognized only by the presence
of contents that are capable of consciousness.
We can
1 Car 1 Jung,

scious, pp.

)-4.

~

.
Archetypes and the Collectlve
Uncon

2

therefore speak of an unconscious only insofar as we are
able to demonstrate its contents.
The contents of the
person,]l unconscious are chiefly the feeling-toned £2m
plcxes, as they arc called; they constitute the personal
and private side of psychic life.
The contents of the
collective unconscious, on the other hand, are known as
archetypes. 2
Jung explains that the term "archetype" appears many times 1n
ancient writings, usually referring to things that arc un
created and unchanging.

Archetypes are, according to Jung,

primordial, universal images which have existed since
earliest prehistory.

These archetypes manifest themselves

in "primitive tribal lore," often in the form of "esoteric
teachings," and also in fairy tales and myths. J

Here, as 1n

tribal teachings, the forms have been handed down through
long periods of time and have been changed into conscious
formulae.

In short, archetypes reveal themselves only

through modified, elaborated representations.

The archetype,

Jung states, is essentially an unconscious entity which is
modified in the process of becoming conscious and perceived,
and it takes its shading from that particular mind in which

.

1t appears.

4

2 Jung , The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,
p. 4.

J June, The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,
pp. 4- 5.

4 June , The Archetypes
p. 5.

~

the Collective Unconscious,

:3
Jun~

defines these modified representations as

~-

.!?Q..!.2 I
What we call a symbol is a term, a name, or even a pic
ture that may be familiar in daily life, yet that
possesses specific connotations in addition to its con
ventional and obvious meaning.
It implies something
vague, un}<no,o[n, or hidden from us. 5
Jung stresses that a symbol must possess an unconscious
significance; it must suggest an idea whose meaning is not
totally comprehensible.

"Thus a word or an 1.mage 1.S sym

bolic when it implies something more than its obvious and
immediate meaninG.

It has a wider 'unconscious' aspect that

1.S never precisely defined or fully explained.,,6

Jung admits

that the difference between something appearing symbolic or
not often rests with the individual interpreter.

That 1.S,

'vhether a thinlj is a symbol depends to some extent upon the
point-of-view of the person examining it.
must view a

~iven

Furthermore, one

fact not merely as its superficial self,

but as a representation of somethin~ yet unknown. 7
This awareness of the symbolic significance of con
SC1.0US facts,

concepts and situations provides the key to

archetypal interpretation.

But one must regard such an aware

ness, no matter how keen it might seem, as only partially

5Jung , "i\pproachin~ the Unconscious," in Han and his
Symbols, p. 20.

6Jun~, "ApproachinG the Unconscious," in Han and his
Symbols, pp. 20-21.

-----

7 JunG , PsycholoFoical Types, p. 474.
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,

effective at best when dealing with the essential mystery of
the collective unconscious.

Jung acknowledges that since

archetypal manifestations draw their meaning from the un
conscious it is impossible to say exactly what they mean.
One can circumscribe and give an "approximate description"
of the archetypal meaning, but the ultimate meaning will, by
definition, always elude precise evaluation by the con
scious mind.

It is, therefore, possible for one to produce

something which does not seem at all symbolic to oneself,
but very much so to someone else. 8
He admits, in other words, that symbolic interpreta
tion of facts cannot be undertal<en wi th any guarantee of
one hundred percent accuracy.

This should be obvious, at

least when Jung's concepts are applied to literary interpre
tation, which is itself a somewhat inexact undertaking,
Archetypal literary criticism is in part subjective,
even within its own framework of rules and concepts Which
must be accepted as valid, if only for argument's sake,
Therefore, if another reader sees the possibility of symbolic
mean1ng 1n some particular aspect of the work, even if his
interpretation seems totally unique nnd SUbjective, this does
not necessarily negate the validity of that reader's jUdg
ment.

To be sure, Jung cautions his reader not to confuse an

archetype, Which is universal, with its possible symbolic
8 Jung , Psychological Types, p, 475.

5
conSC1ous representations,9 a distinction which is not always
clearly dral.. . n.
Jung acknowledges that the archetypes can never be
completely known or understood.

10

Therefore, whenever a

ritual of some sort accompanies a death in Huckleberry Finn
(and one usually does), one should admit the possibility of
archetypal content.

This ritual might even take the form of

some dramatic natural phenomenon, such as a sunr1se or
thunderstorm.
Before reaching the first page of text in Huckleberry
Finn, the reader is confronted with the following NOTICEI
"Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative will
be prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral in it will
be banished; persons attempting to find a plot in it will be
shot."ll

Jung states that tribal lore is always "sacred and

dangerous."

It conta ins, as do re ligions, "a revea led know

ledge that was originally hidden," and reveals these "secrets

9 Jung , The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,
p. 7.
10Jung,

The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,

p. 160.
IlHamlin Hill and 10lalter Blair, ed., The Art of Huckle
brrry Finn, p. 25.
This worl< contains the facsimile text
of Huckleberry Finn (first American edition, 1885).
Here
after, pages from this work appear in the text in paren
theses.

6
·
of the sou 1 1n

'
e lor10US

.
, 12
1mages.'

The above quote from

Hucl<:leberry Finn illustrates the "danger" presented by its
creator to those daring to attempt a revelation of its
secrets.

\{hether this warning links the work with the

esoteric teachings discussed by Jung is difficult to prove,
but there can be little areument that Huckleberry Finn en
joys a status something akin to the sacred in many liter
ary schools of thinking, especially in America.
Since lIuclt Finn tells his story in his own way, one
might argue that to deal '.. . ith death on a "symbolic" level 1n
Huckleberry Finn would be to risk reading too much into
Huck's narrative.

One possible answer to this might be that

Huck himself could not be expected to write in truly symbolic
terms, at least on any sophisticated level, since to do so
would be to violate the believability of Huck's character.
To have Huck speak in more than subliminal terms about scenes
such as the dead man in the house or the wrecked steamboat
would only result in the destruction of an otherwise con
sistent character treatment, although Huck does manage to
squeeze many commonplace "figures of speech" into his prose
12 JunG, The Archetypes and the Col 1
"
ect1ve
Unconsc10us,

p. 5.
This paper will attempt to reveal a pattern behind the
"glorious images" in Huckleberry Finn, within the context of
death imagery.
Rather than compromise the focus of this study,
references to Jungian archetypal precedents (as found in myths,
dreams, ancient and primitive rituals) will be limited to
those which conform most readily and clearly to the subject
at hand.

7
that use "death" or "kill."

Therefore, while readinG

Huckleberry Finn, one must ,,,ratch for unconscious revela
tions from Huck through the recurring patterns of certain
keywords, such as "dea th'l and "kill."

This results 1.n a

tantalizinG ambiguity which invites speculation and in
vestigation of the kind undertaken in this paper.

Chapter I I

HAHl\: TWAIN, DEATH, AND HUCKLEBEnny FI:\N

While this thesis is not an attempt at literary psy
choanalysis,

it would be iGnoring the obvious to overlook

T\vain's experiences with death,

especially in his youth,

had an undeniably profound effect upon his mind.
critics have explored this arp'C:l,
Nash Smith, Leslie Fiedler,

Coleman O.

that

r'!any

Parsons, Henry

Bernard DeVoto, William Spenge

mann, and Dixon Wecter lJ among them.
Coler:mn
nately a

o.

Parsons describes Harl< T\iain as "Alter

crony of death and a playboy of life.

Each

mood was a safety valve for somethinG suppressed by its
opposite'."l!l

Parsons reveals a strone- parallel between

Twain's mental duality of life-force and death-force re
suIting in a similar literary duality \ihich will be examined
lu t er.'

Cer'ta in events in Twain's life, pertinent to this

study, should therefore be exumined ut this point.
IJ

Co l(~m,1 nO. P,l rsons, "The Devi 1 and Samuel C lemcns;"
Henry ;,(l,',h Smith, .till..r:ls THainl I.b..£ Development of .ll 1;triter;
Leslie jii(~dlcr, Love and D(~ath in the American Novel; Dernard
DeVoto, !-lark '1'\'<:I1n at \'!orl<; l'!illiam Spengemann, Narl< Twain
and the Ijac]nioods Angel; Dixon Wecter, Sam Clemens of
Hannibal.
ll~p a r sons,

p.

r:U,>

:J (J <-

•
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In "The Devil and Samuel Clemens," Parsons explores
some of the more siGnificant aspects of Twain's death
orientation.

Twain was haunted, contends Parsons, by feel

1nes of guilt resultinG from his relationship with his bro
ther Henry and his mother.

Apparently, Henry was always the

mother's favorite son; at least Sam Clemens felt this was the
case.

Capable of instillinG deep feelings of Guilt in whom

ever she wished, Jane Clemens succeeded in giving Sam a
.
profound hatred for hlS
brother Henry. 15
Thi s ha tred, Parsons aq:ues, "i s much more s igni ficant
than the usual fraternal animosities.,,16

He points out that

while Henry depended on Sam for protection, the older bro
ther repeatedly betrayed this trust.

Sam constantly sought

to torment his brother and to discredit him in the eyes of
the family.

The main reason for Sam's hostility toward

Henry '...as tha t Henry Has simply too {;ood, a "moral prie .
. Hithout beinG vicious, Henry had a Hay of tattling,
of capi

tali~ini~

on his mother's preference, of letting the

blame fallon S;lm's head.,,17

THain revealed Henry's lmpres-

Slon on his memory when he later admitted that Henry was the
oriGinal for Sid in Tom Sah"yer, insistinG that his brother
15P;lrsons, p.

)H] •

lGparsons, p.

58J.

17Parsons, p.

'j 81~ •

10

'...as "a very much finer and better boy," hardly a compli
ment. 18
Sam Clemens, asserts Parsons, was sensitive and eager
for love, "especially for the approvinG love of his mo
ther.,,19

nut Henry invariably stood in his way, receiving

the maternal blessing and provoking Sam's wrath.

Parsons

claims that Clemens brooded much over "Genesis," in which he
probably saw a situation depicted which closely paralleled
his own, with the Lord instead of Jane Clemens passing
judgment on a resentful brotherl
And the Lord had respect unto Abel [the younger brother],
and to his offeringl but unto Cain, and to his offering,
he hart not respectl and Cain was very wroth, and his
countenance fell.
And the Lord said unto Cain •
If thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted? and if
thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door • • • . Cain
rosp up ap;ainst Abel his brother, and slc'" him.
And the
Lord said unto Cain . . . . A fueitive and a vagabond
shalt thou be in the earth. And Cain said unto the Lord,
t-ly puni s hment is {irea ter than I can bear. . . . And
the Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him
should kill him [the curse of 10ngevityJ.
And Cain went
out from the presence of the Lord, and dwelt in the land
of Nod, on the cast of Eden. 20
Parsons adds a passaee from "The Facts ConcerninG the
Hecent Carnival of Crime in Connecticut."

It depicts "d\iar

fish, moldy Conscience" reminding the author of an incident
in ,...hich he betrayed the doglike, lovine trust of his younger
brother.

After

pledGin~

18parsons, p. 58 1l.
19Parsons, p. 581~ •
2 0 parsons, p. 585.

his honor that if the younger

11

brother would let himself be blindfolded no harm would befall
him, the author led him to a brook thinly covered with 1ce
and pushed him in.

Supposedly hounded by his conscience,

the author admits seeing his brother's reproachful look a
million times and fears he will see it a million more. 21
Parsons attempts to interpret the passage in the light of
historical fact.

Actually, Henry lived almost to his twen

tieth birthday in relatively sound health.

Parsons suggests

that "the hint of disastrous consequences of the ducking,
borrowed from the skating tragedy of Sam's friend, Tom Nash,
speaks . . . of an almost masochistic eagerness" on Twain's
,
part to .
1ncrease
h1s own burden of gU1. I t. 22
There does seem to be some factual basis for Twain's
remorse, hmiever.

Af ter get ting Henry the job of "mud" clerk

on the river boat Pennsylvania, Twain had a dream in which
he saw Henry's corpse in a metallic coffin.

The dream proved

prophetic; at Ship Island, below Memphis, the boat's boilers
burst and Henry inhaled live steam.

When Henry died,

possibly from an ill-measured dose of morphine, Twain blamed
himself.

He had gotten Henry the job in the first place and

had adviscd him to be brave in case of an accident.

Also, he

had insisted that a medical studcnt "judge" what was possibly
2lparsons, p. 585.
22parsons, p. 585
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the fatal overdose of medication.

As Parsons asserts, "he

had failed as his brother's keeper.,,2J
Even Twain's humor, Parsons proposes, is a result of
his "lifelone- compulsion to shake off the cruel burden" of
the guilt rooted in his relationship with Mother Jane and
Brother Henry.

Another way Twain might have dealt with this

problem was through his "defiance of the powers which impose
on boy and man codes which he cannot live up to.,,24

Parsons

doubts that Twain ever openly defied his mother, and S1nce
concealed defiance would only have made him more vulnerable
to guilt, he probably rechanneled this hostility into other
areas, such as a dislike for local rough characters, tyrants,
and God.
Parsons describes another facet of Twain's "sense of
guilt fixed on death.,,25

In Hannibal, Sam tried to help a

drunken tramp who was locked up in jail by bringing him a
box of matches.

The tramp proceeded to burn down accidentally

the jail and himself with it.

For weeks afterward, Sam was

haunted by guilt, believing himself a murderer.

After the

death of his father, John Clemens, young Sam repeatedly
walked through the house in his sleep.

Years later, with the

deaths of his wife and of all his children except Clara, the
2Jparsons, p.

586.

2 1• Parsons, p.
586.
25
Parsons, p. 586.

1)
a~J.ng

Clemens was shadowed by "a vague specter of respon

sibility.,,26

Thirty-four years after the death of his

twenty-two months old son, Langdon, Clemens admitted the
possible cause in his Autopiography.

In Elmira, New York,

Clemens had taken his delicate son for a ride in an open
barouche on a particularly cold morning.

While Clemens was

lost in thought, the child's furs slipped from his bare legs
and the boy nearly fro2e.
to diptheria.

Not long afterward he succumbed

"I was the cause of the child's illness,,,27

Clemens wrotel
I have always felt shame for that treacherous morning's
work and have not allowed myself to think of it when
I could help it.
I doubt if I had the courage to make
confession at that time.
I think it most likely that I
have never confessed until now. 28
For over thirty years, Parsons believes, Twain lived with
this guilt, not having the courage to clear his conscience
until "the mark was indelible.,,29
Parsons contends that Twain's early life was that of
an Eden-like existence, with the Mississippi providing a
sanctuary from adult responsibilities.
took on darker associations.
in the Mississippi.

But later,

the river

Two of Sam's friends drowned

In winter the river was especially

26 p arsons,
.
p.:J'"'87 .
27Albert Bi~elow Paine, cd., Mark Twain's Autobio
eraphy, II, 2)0.
28painc, p. 2)1.
29parsons, p.

587.
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treacherous, tempting young boys with its glittering appeal.
One night, Sam and the postmaster's son, Tom Nash, sneaked
out to skate "without permission."Jo

While making their

way back to shore about midnight, Tom fell into the icy
water.

He sUbsequently contracted a series of ailments,

culminating in scarlet fever.

He was left stone deaf and

"ludicrously impaired in speech."Jl

Twain never recovered

from the shock of this outrageous mockery of justice, this
"horribly disproportionate punishment of a small sin."J2
This incident later appeared in three of Twain's worksl his
Notebook (Hay 27, 1898), his Autobiography and in The
Mysterious Stranger.
Leslie Fiedler has also noted

~iain's

mental juxta

position of an Eden-like childhood and certain episodes of
that period which produced an inescapable guilt.

To Twain,

Missouri was a world of "innocence and freedom and JOY, a
world in which he, at least, had been innocent and free and
JOYous, a naked boy, swimming and fishing and smoking on
Jackson's Island."JJ

As Twain's mature mind returned to this

idyllic period of childhood, he came to realize that he had
lived through this period in a culture stained by "disorder
JOparsons, p.

588.

Jlparsons, p.

588.

J2Pilrsons, p.

588.

JJFiedler, p.

561~ •

15
and violence and slavery."J4

The violence, claims Fiedler,

left the most profound and lasting impression on Twain's
memory.

This violence includeda the dead man he had dis

covered after breaking into his father's office; old Sam
Smarr shot down in the street and struggling for breath
under the weight of a heavy Dible on his chest; the "hell
ish storm" that had come the night Injun Joe died and had
left him "whimpering for the salvation of his soul."J5
Fiedler includes in this list of incidents the tramp who
burned himself to death in the Hannibal Jail, "setting him
self on fire (perhaps:) with matches the boy Twain had
smuggled to him."J6

Each of these terrors, Fiedler asserts,

carried with it feelings of guilta he should not have been
sneal<ing into his father's office after hours; he should
have maintained his composure during the storm; he should not
have allowed the heavy Bible to be placed on the dying man's
chest; he should not have slipped the tramp forbidden
matches.
Fiedler goes on to point out Twain's apparent belief
that he was an "angel of death."J7

He claims that Twain,

with advuncing age, began to feel that he carried "the
J4.
Fl.cd 1 er, p.

561~ •

J5 F iedlcr, p. 564.

36 F iedler, p.

561~

J7Fiedler, p.

5h 1••

.
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infection of death, out of the world he had left into the
new world in which he sought peace. tlJ8

Fiedler, like Par

sons, proposes the theory that Twain felt somehow respon
sible for the death of his brother Henry and perhaps even
for thGt of his father. J9

This guilt was compounded by

his son's death under conditions already discussed, the
death of his favorite daughter, Susy (tidied where she had
spent all her life till my crimes made her a pauper and an
exile tl40 ), his daughter Jean's epilepsy, and his wife's
illness.

This guilt was, Fiedler claims, finally so great

that the only way Twain could combat it was to convince him
self that death signified a final blessing.

Yet, Fiedler

believes that Twain's attempts to express his "dark despair"
near the end of his life "are flat and unconvincing or shrill
.
"
and sophomor1c.

l~ 1

nathe~

.
F1edler
assertsl

His most profoundly sad books are the most mad and
idyllic, his wisest those he wrote dreaming not thinking:
dreaming the golden dream that threatens momentarily to
turn into nightmare I and the wisest and saddest of them
all, as it is also the craziffst and most euphoric, is,
of course, Huckleberry Finn. ~2
The phrase "dreaming not thinking" has special s1gn1
ficance for dreaming connotes unconscious, archetypal
J~Fiedler, p.

561~ •

J9 F iectler, p.

564.

110Fiedler, p.

564.

41 .
F1edler, p.

561~

•

42.
F1ed 1 er, p. 565.

activit~
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Jun& points out that writers often resort to mytholorrical
figures and motifs to express their experiences.

These motifs

appear in various guises in accordance with the personal un
consc1ous of the writer.

Of particular interest is Jung's

contention that these manifestations of the collective un
consc1ous "have the effect of bringing a one-sided, or
dangerous state of consciousness back into equilibrium.,,4J
Keeping in mind Twain's attitude toward death as seen
1n the light of the above statements, an observation by
Joseph Henderson in Wisdom of the Serpent is especially
revealingl
Hhenever we find the theme of death, whether in recurrent
myths or modern dreams, we find that it is never seen to
stand alone as a final act of annihilation.
Apart from
extreme forms of pathological depression or of infantile
sadism, death is universally found to be part of a cycle
of death and rebirth, or to be the condition necessary
to imagine transcendence of life in an experience of
resurrection,44
If Henderson's views are valid, it is quite possible that
Huckleberry Finn contains archetypal dea th images \ihich
directly reflect the phantasies of Twain's unconSC10US.
Whether or not Twain was, as William Spengemann suggests,
identifying himself with l{uck,~5 or whether he was attempting
to correct some mental imbalance by reliving his life through

97-98.

4J JunG , The Spirit in ~lan, Art, and Literature, pp.

4hJoseph L. Henderson and ~1aud Oalces, The \{isdom ~ the
Serpentl T1l(' Myths of Death, Hebirth and Resurrection, p. 4.

hS Spengemann, p. 67.
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some mythopoctic fantasy are questions whose answers lie
beyond the scope of this paper.

What is important to this

study is the undeniable evidence that several death-images
in Huckleb0.rrx Finn have their roots in Twain's early life,
and that others serve to creatc an overall aura of nega
tivism and cvil, a perversion of the conventional death
and-rebirth cycle, which is by nature amoral.

Spcngcmann

gocs so far as to say that "cvil, in fact, is the only
positive force in the bool{; goodness survives not through
conflict and victory but only by running away.,,46

This at

mosphcre of evil is, of course, much more subtle (and for
this reason more disturbing) than that which Twain conscious
ly forced into his later works.
There is evidence that Huckleberry Finn is a transi
tional worl<, forming Twain's most significant effort before
his growing nihilism degenerated into moralistic dogma.
Henry Nash Smith points out that Colonal Sherburn is the pro
totype of a series of characters in Twain's later work that
have been called "transcendent figures.,,47

Other examples

are Hank Morgan in A Conn0.cticut Yankee, Pudd'nhead Wilson,
and Satan in The ;'Iysterious Strang'er.

Huckleberry Finn,

Smith contends, marks the start of Mark Twain's unmasking of
himself in his work throuGh such characters. 48
1~6

Spengemann, p. 69.

47 Sm ith, p. 1)6
1~8Smi th, p.

1)7.
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Larry R. Dennis reveals other traces of
nihilism in Huckleberry Finn.

emer~lng

Nowhere else in Twain's works,

Dennis asserts, "is the theme of life and death treated more
fully," and yet "the pathos of Huckleberry Finn is that
Huck's perspective is no longer possible for Mark Twain.
1S

It

an imaginative position at best.,,49
Any doubt the reader might have concerning Twain's

periodic loss of detachment in Huckleberry Finn should be
dispelled upon studyinG similarities between certain passages
in the Horle and remarks by Mark
Autobiography.

'~'lain,

especially in his

Henry Nash Smith points out one of these

similarities; he discusses the berrinning of Chapter XXXII and
Huck's approach to the

Phelps~

farm.

Huck saysl

When I Got there it was all still and Sunday-like,
anel hot and sunshiny; the hands was gone to the fields;
and there Has them teind of faint dronings of bugs and
flies in the air that makes it seem so lonesome and like
everybody 's rle'Ht a ncl Gone: and if a bree~e fans a long
and quivers the leaves it ma!ees you feel mournful, be
cause you feel like it's spirits whispering--spirits
that's been dead ever so many years--and you always think
they're talkinG about you.
As a general thing it ma!ees
a body Hish he wns dead, too, and done Hith it all. (297)
A little later, Huck addsl
I went around and clumb over the back stile by the
ash-hopper, and started for the kitchen.
When I got a
little ways I heard the dim hum of a spinning-wheel
wailinG along up and sirlking along clown arrain; and then I
!enoHed for ccrtnin I wished I was dead--for that is the
lonesornest sound in the whole world. (298)
-
l~ C)

•

•

Larry H. Dennls, "Harl<: THlIln and the Darl<: An&el,"
Midwest Quarterly, VIII (January lC)67), 192.
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Smith notes the similarity between the above passages and
Iluck's melancholy meditation at the end of the first chapter.
These passaGes form, Smith believes, the two most potent
expressions of Huck's belief in ghosts, "and in both cases
the ghosts are associated in his mind with a deep depres
sion not fully accounted for by the context of the story.I,5 0
In Chapter XXXII, Huc1<: is presumably depressed by the slen
der hope of freeing Jim.
mistic on this SUbject.

But, Smith asserts, Huck is opt i
Rather, the emotion is not Huck's,

but 'f>vain' s, and draws its power from sources outside
Huckleberry Finn.

Smith arGUes that Twain patterned the

Phelps farm after that of his Uncle John A. Quarles where he
spent his boyhood summers.

"I can see the farm yet, with

perfect clearness," Twain asserts in his flutobiograpl1Y

I

I can see all its belonGings, all its details; the
family room of the house, 'vi th a "trundle" bed in one
corner and a spinnin~-wheel in another--a wheel whose
rising and falling wail, heard from a distance, was the
mournfulest of all sounds to me, and made me homesick
and low spirited, and filled m~ atmosphere with the
wandering spirits of the dead. 1

Smith believes that the linkage of the Phelps and Quarles
farms "strongly sUGGests that Huck's depression is caused by
a sense of guilt whose sources were buried in the writer's
childhood.,,5 2
5 0 S mith, p.

12~.

5 1 painc, pp. 102-10).
5 2 Smith, p. 1)2.
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Smith further speculates that this guilt achieved
consciousness at this particular point in the writing of
Huckleberry Finn because Twain wast
ObliGed to admit finally to himself that Huck's and
Jim's journey down the river could not be imagined as
leading to freedom for either. of them.
Because of the
symbolic meaning the journey had taken on for him, the
recognition was more than a perception of difficulty in
contriving a plausible ending for the book. 5J
\{hile 'f1vain obviously found a satisfactory solution to the
technical problem, he had to abandon the hope that Huck and
Jim miGht rind real freedom

an~vhere

but in the imagination.

Smith sees evidence of Twain's awareness of this from the
bec;inning of the journey; Twain must have known all along
"
thc.lt "the quest of h1S
protagon1sts was doomed." 5l~

This 1S

indicated in part by the "deceptions and brutalities,,55
which Huck repeatedly witnesses but is powerless to prevent.
Yet, by luck and "innocent guile,,5 6
danger and to protect Jim.

Huck manages to escape

Then, at the Phelps farm,

the

journey ends.
The Phelps farm is not the only private memory that
Twain wrote into Huckleberry Finn.

The Boggs-Sherburn in

cident has roots in his boyhood recollections, also.
January,

181~5,

a well-to-do Hannibal merchant named Owsley

5JS mith, p. IJ2.
51~Smi th,

In

p.

IJ2.

55Smith, p. IJ2.
56Smith, p. IJ2.
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shot

~nd

killed a local drunk, "Uncle Sam" Smarr, under

circumstances closely resembling those of the Sherburn-Boggs
episode.

Whether Twain witnessed the shooting or not is

unknown, but there can be little doubt that this murder left
a lasting impression on his young mind.
The above examples of personal memories written into
Huckleberry Finn demonstrate an important facet of archetypal
interpretation, namely that "the contents of the collective
unconsc10us are represented in consciousness in the form of
pronounced tendencies, or definite ways of looking at
things. ,,5?

These contents often appear to be determined by

some p~rticular outside stimulus (in this case, Twain's
personal experiences with and impressions of death), but they
are in fact only released by the operation of these stimuli.
The contents of the collective unconscious, being stronger
than the individual events and tendencies, possess a higher
"psychic value,,5 8 and impose themselves upon all impressions.
Therefore, the inclusion of personal memories in Huckleberry
Finn reflect not only the intense effect of the past events
themselves upon

Tw~in's

mind, but also suggest the possi

bility of archetypal forces at work; they certainly express
a definite

w~y

of lookine

~t

thin~s,

a pattern revolving

around the concept of death.

57Morris Philipson, Outline of Q Juneian Aesthetics,
p.

55.
5 8 Philipson, p.

55.
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This pattern might help explain the "mythical quali
ties of the theme and structure" of Huckleberry Finn as
noted by Hichard P. Adams in American Literary Masters.
Adams claims that only in Hucl<leberry Finn does Twain

~n-

corporate so many major literary themes into a sinele work.
These themes include initiation into the world, death and
rebirth, and a withdrawal and return to society.

He pro

poses that Huckleberry Finn not only possesses a plot and
theme similar to that of The Odyssey and Beowulf, but it
also "embodies the concrete religious feeling,

the non-

theological worship of nature and life, out of which true
eplc springs.,,59
But if Huckleberry Finn does worship life, it also
worships death.

Larry H. Dennis, in "Mark Twain and the Dark

Angel," believes tha t "in Huckleberry r'inn Twain seems to be
sayinG that the vision, Huck's perspective, which can

g~ve

life its full value is that vision which can give death its
full value.,,60
The following chapters will attempt to give Twain's
trea tment of dea th in Huckleberry Finn its full value and by so
doing enrich the reader's understanding of the work.

This

chapter has pointed out some of the more significant events
59 n ichard P. Adams, "Introduction to Mark Twain," in
American Literary Masters, ed. Charles R. Anderson, I, 1047.
60 Dennls,
.
p. 19 2.
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1n TWuin's life which might have influenced his thinking
about death.

One should remember, however, that these

events and 11...ain's possible thoughts about them are of but
secondary importance when viewed as isolated incidents.

How

these events und thoughts appear in archetypal form in
..
I
Huc<leberry
F1nn
1S centru 1 here. 61

G1 Jung , The Spirit in.tlillJ, Art and Liter~)ture, p. 10I.
"The essence of a work of art is not to be found in the per
sona 1 idiosyncrL.l c ies tha t creep into i t--indeed, the more
there are of them, the less it is a work of art--but in its
risinG ubove the personal and spc,d<ine from the mind and
heart of the urtist to the mind and heart of manl<ind."

Chapter III
HUCK FINN, DEATH, AND PARENT-U1AGOS
To understand fully the death-oriented action and
principles found in Huckleberry Finn, one must understand the
relationship between Huck and his father.

This should be

apparent, since Huck's initial motivation for going down the
river is to escape the potentially deadly captivity of his
father.

The entire work is, therefore, based upon a flight

from death.
The first sign of his father that Huck sees is a set
of footprints in the snow.

An occult reference, the nail-

cross in Pap's boot-heel to keep the devil away(55), accom
pan1es this revelation.

Huck's first desire is to run,

to

escape the unseen but nevertheless present threat of Pap.
Indeed, the emotion of fear seems to be mutual between Huck
and Pap; each seems to have a death-fear of the other.
In PsycholoGY of the Unconscious, Jung

summari~es

the

father-son tension Which typifies the now-famous "Oedipus
complex;" this pattern appears in various trappings through
out

mytholo~ies

of the world.

To be fruitful means, indeed, to destroy one's self, be
cause with the rise of the succeeding generation the
previous one has passed beyond its highest point; thus
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our descendants are our most dangerous enemies, whom we
cannot overcome, for they will outlive us, and, there
fore, without fail, will take the power from our en
feebled hands. 62
Keeping in mind this

generali~ed

concept of the Oedipus pro

blem, a closer analysis of the relationship between Huck and
Pap can be made.
\'I'i lliam Power, in "Huck Finn's Fa ther," contends that
Huckleberry Finn "draws much of its strength from tension
bet\ieen the hero and his father. ,,6)

Pm.;er points out that

Twain eoes to considerable trouble to conceal Huck's ani
mosity toward his father.

He believes that "one of the most

striking features of the novel, indeed, is the extent to
which certain aspects of the story arc camouflaged.,·64

This

concealment motif appears many times as the death imagery in
Huckleberry Finn is explored.
When Pap confronts Huck, Huck says that after his
ini tial shock he saw tha t he "\.;arn' t
bo theri nIT a bou t. "
statement.

scared of him worth

Huck's later actions seem to belie this

!fuck's description of Pap reveals his subliminal

awareness that Pap is Death--at least, for him:
lIe was most fifty, and he looked it.
His hair was long
and tanGled ancl Greasy, and hung down, and you could sec
his eyes shininG throUGh lil<e he was behind vines.
It was
62 June, PsycholoCY of the UnconsClous,
.
p.

1 17.

G)ivilliam Power, "}[uc!< Finn's Father," University of
Kansas City Heview, XXVIII (Decf>mber 1961), 8).
61~

Power, p. 8).
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all black, no gray; so was his long, mixed-up whiskers.
There warn't no color in his face, where his face showed,
it was white, not like another man's white, but a white
to make a body sick, a white to make a body's flesh
crawl--a tree-toad white, a fish-belly white. (59)
The first part of this passage shows Pap as a dark, partlyhidden fiGure.

The second part, which stresses Pap's death

like quality, is auemented by his subsequent behavior.

Power

believes that Huck's feeling toward Pap "goes deeper than
dislike or even hate.

There is awe in it, and something

.
. .
approach1ng
supcrst1t10uS
terror." 65
assertion by pointinG

ou~

P ower supports th1s
.

that, even though Pap's appear

ance is not a complete surprise (Huck knew Pap was in the
neighborhood), Huck's brea t h "hi tches" and he sees Pap as
"a supernatural being rather than a man.,,66

Huck outwardly

bases his feeling for Pap on the many beatings the man has
g1ven him, but Power finds this explanation unconvincing;
Huck is too tough for a few beatings to have such a profound
effect upon him.
Indeed, Power notes that the true reason behind Huck's
antipathy toward Pap is never made clear.

He points out that,

while money seems to be the source of this rivalry, this
"most respectable of all subjects to quarrel about" does not
stand up to close scrutiny.
65Po\-1cr, p. 86.
6GPower, p. 86.

Had Huck simply wanted to get
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rid of Pap, he presumably could have given him the money he
wanted.

Money obviously means little to Huck; he readily

turns it over to Judge Thatcher rather than let his father
have ito

Huck's motivation, Power concludes, is nothing

.
.
67
more than a des1rc to thwart h1s father.
Pap tears up Huck's reward picture and tells him,
"I'll give you something better--I'll give you a cowhide"

(61).

"I'll lay for you, my smarty; and if I catch you

about that school I ' l l tan you good" (60).
threatening figure to llucl<:.

Pap is a deadly,

His partially concealed face,

pcer1ng from behind his beard, forms one of the first of
several death-and-concealment images which recur throughout
the work.

Pap seems to want to "castrate" Huck--to take his

money and strip him of civili:<:ed traits.
haves this HGY because he fears Huck.
the cabin during a drunken raGe.

Possibly Pap be

Pap's fear surfaces 1n

Huck rec;:lllsi

By and by he raised up, part way, and listened, \-lith his
head to one side.
He says very 10""'1
"Tramp--tramp--tramp--; that's the dead; tramp-
tramp--trGmIl; they're coming after me; but I won't go-
Oil, they're here:
don't touch me--don't:
hands off-
they're cold; let go-- Oh, let a poor devil alone:"
Then he went down on all fours and crawled off beg
ging them to let him alone, and he rolled himself up in
his blanket and wallowed in under the old pine table,
still a-beGging; and then he went to crying.
I could hear
him tilrouGh the blanket.
By-and-by he rolled out and jumped up on his feet
looking Hild, and he see me and went for me.
He chased
me round and round the place, with a clasp knife, calling
me the Angel of Death and saying he would kill me and
67PoHer, p. 86.
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then I couldn't come for him no more.
I beg~ed, and told
him I was only Huck, but he laughed such a screechy laugh,
and roared and cussed, and kept on chasing me up. (72)
The first part of the above scene illustrates Pap's intense
fear of death.

He thinks he hears "the dead" coming for

him; in defense, crying like a child, he retreats into an
other, symbolic, kind of death--the foetal position.
With the introduction of Pap's fear of death, his
rela ted fear of Huc\( also appears.

While in the midst of his

"escape" from death, Pap sees Huck as the embodiment of his
o,... n personal death--his "Anr,-el of Death."

If alcohol has

indeed lowered Pap's inhibitions, he reveals in this scene
his true feelinG's toward Hucl(--a death-fear and deathhatred of him.

Pap seems unconsciously aware that if Huck

is free to exercise free will, the result will be Pap's
death.

This theory seems justified when one examines Pap's

actions.

He \(eeps Hucl(, his "Angel of Dea th," fettered in

the shanty, as a dangerous demon should be.
Pap is, perhaps,
bringer.

Shortly after Huck escapes, Pap indeed does meet

his death.
ficant.

justified in fearing Huck as a death-

~illiam

Power sees Pap's death as highly sieni

He sees "overtones of ritual" in the floating

"house of death.,,68

He Goes on to point out that the reader

1S E1ven all the facts necessary to figure out the dead man's
identity but is given them in such a way that attention 1S
68

Power, p. 88.

)0

diverted from Huck's indirect responsibility for Pap's de
mlse.

The actual disclosure of Pap's death is withheld

until the very end of the work.

Power believes that, logi

cally, the two hard-looking strangers kill Pap for the
money he has obtained from Judge Thatcher.

"Not only did

Huck's method of concealing his escape bring about Finn's
death," concludes Power, "but his funds paid for it.,,69

Had

this been revealed earlier, Huck would not be the unstained
hero; his journey down-river would be even more dark and
ominous than it already is.
Huck's relationship with his father is rendered even
more critical by the parly loss of his mother.

This glves

Huck's fondness for sleeping in a barrel possible Oedipal
connotations.

Huck seeks to return to his mother,

natal condition.

to a pre

Whether this should be seen as seeking

death as final annihilation or as a key to rebirth is de
batable, but seen in the light of the death-pattern which
pervades the worl"
consideration.

one must eive the former choice serious

This death-seeking would, of course, be un

consclous on Huck's part.
At the same time, however, Huck is afraid of death.
As Huck flees his father,
fi~uratively,

he is also fleeing death, at least

quite possibly literally.

Therefore, one may

conclude that death, or thf' escapine from death,

6~Power, p. H8.

1S

an

Jl
important motivating force behind the main action

~n

Ilucl<leberry Finn.
That Huck profits from Pap's death is also signifi
cont.

The Oedipal overtones here are nearly classical in

intensity.

Through his father's death Huck is again rich

without threat.

He and Jim find Pap's body in a house

floating in the swollen river,
archetypal
analo~y.

ima~es

scene in which several

0

emerge and contribute to this death

Among other things, there arel

o couple of musks ma<ie out of black cloth; and 011 over
the walls was the ignorantest kind of words and pic
tures, made with charcoal.
There was two old dirty
calico dresses, and a sun-bonnet, and s9me women's
under-clothes, han~ing against the woll, and some men's
clothing, too. (98)
The masks fit into a pattern which is restated throughout the
novel, that is,

Pap's

the linking of death and concealment.

death itself remains obscured throughout the work until the
last paee.

Sherburn tells the mob that if there is to be

any lynching, it will be done at night, by men

wear~ng

masl<s (211).
The presence of the other contents of the house is not
so easily explained, however.
c,hese articles comprise "a

William Power admits that

.

pecul~ar

medley,"

to decipher the mearing of some of them.
observes, "has a peculiar atmosphere.

70 and he

.

tr~es

The house, he

Some of the details

are apparently irrelevant, so irrelevant apparently that one

7 0Power, p. H7.

J2
1S

impelled to the conclusion that they must be not only

relevant ~ut highly significant.,,7 1

Power is not sur

prised by the whiskey bottles, cards and masks, but he finds
the women's clothing, the boy's straw hat, and the baby's
milk bottle puzzling.

He also questions the function of

the "ignorantest" writing on the ,...alls.

He

sug~ests

that,

since Pap could not write, and tried to prevent Huck from
learnin~

to, "as an epitaph on Finn's corpse the writing

may be regarded as
Huck.,,72

emphasi~in~

Finn's failure to control

If Huck can be seen as the Angel of Death, this

contention deserves some respect; Pap's failure to keep
Huck locked up resulted in his death.
The broken baby bottle might signify a marriage of
opposites,

that is, Huck and Jim,

number of other opposinG elements.
at a

weddin~

ceremony has

~

life and death, or any
The breaking of a glass

lone Judaic history, signifying

the destruction of a temple in A. D. 70.

Leslie Fiedler

refers to the union of Huck and Jim as "an anti-family of
two.,,7J

Since Huck stands, as William Power states, "at

the threshold of manhood,,,71~ perhaps the bottle simply signals
Huck's commencement of his journey from childhood to maturity.
71Power, p. 88.
72Power, p. 8H.
7JFiedler, p.

'I

7 Power, p.

571

')0.
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If this interpretation is valid, the presence of the broken
baby bottle in the house with Pap's body contributes to the
overall atmosphere of ritual.
As was mentioned earlier, Huck's relationship with
his father is strongly influenced by his mother, or rather,
his mother archetype (or "imago,"
interchangably in his work).

which Jung uses almost

Huck's true mother is men

tioned only once in the novel, by Pap, who claims she could
not read or write (60).

Huck's mother-imago, however,

figures significantly in this study and even appears in
physical form.
One of the more obvious manifestations of this mother
1mago occurs through Huck's behavior.

As mentioned before,

Huck is in a transitional period of life, between childhood
anci adulthood.

This period is potentially dangerous for the

person experiencing it; this danger is in part due to the
influences of the mother-imago.

Jung describes the process

of m<Jturation as the product of tension between a need for
greater consciousness, that is, to grow up, and the desire to
return to a childlike existence.

The "forward striving li

bidO,,,75 or psychic enerGY, which controls the son's con
SC1ousncss, forces a separation from the mother, that is, the
world of childhood.

OpposinG this forward impulse, the

mother-imago feeds on the mind's tendency to look back,Yard
7'jJun~, Symbols of Transformation, p.

297.
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"to the pampering Sh'eetness of childhood, to that glorious
state of irresponsibility and security with which the pro
tecting mother-care once surrounded him.,,76
Jung compares this retrospective longing to a
"poisonous snake,,77 which thwarts the individual's energy to
act.

This mother-influence produces all kinds of fears,

culminating in a fear of change and, ultimately, of life.
drah's upon the

writin~s

of this situation.

He

of Nietzche to illustrate the perils

To Nietzche,

the greatest danger pre

sented by this confrontation of dynamics lies in isolation
\·lithin oneself. 78

"Solitude surrounds and encircles him,

ever more threatening, ever more constricting, ever more
heart-strangling, that terrible goddess and Mater saeva
cupidinum.,,79

Nietzche's Hater saeva cupidinum, to Jun~,

translates "savage mother of desire," a term Which calls to
mind another facet of the Oedipal problem--the element of in
cest beth'een mother and son, and its accompanying attractions
and dangers.

Jung defines this particular type of incest as

"the urge to get buck to childhood.,,80
76

Jung, Psychology Q.f. thp. Unconscious, p.

n Jung,

Symbols of Transformation, p.

298.

7i::S Jung, Symbols of Transformution, p.

312.

79 Jung, Symbols of Transformation, p.

312.

80Jung, Symbols of Transformation, p.

235.

335·
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This tension between mother and son, as Nietzche
points out, is not without dangers.

June comments on

Nietzche:
The libido taken away from the mother, who is abandoned
only reluctantly, becomes threatening as a serpent, the
symbol of death, for the relation to the mother must
cease, must die, which itself almost causes man's death.
In "t-Ia ter sa eva cupidinum" the idea at tai ns rare, almos t
conscious, perfection. 8l
There can be little doubt that Huck displays the symptoms of
this archetypal situation.

Solitude does indeed surround

and encircle him in scenes such as that which concludes the
first chapter.
ness at the

Huck's reaction to the "Sunday-like" still

be~inning

of Chapter XXXII suggests the pre

sence of this phenomenon.
Another symptom of the incest-desire under discussion
appears in Huck's many attempts to take on new identities.
There arc many myths which involve a hero who attempts,
through trickery,

to reenter his mother's womb.

Jung sees

this as an expression of the universal desire to return to
childhood.

The concept of the ruse, he contends, embodies

the archetyp'll process Whereby "man tries to sneak into re
birth by a subterfuge in order to become a child again.,,82
This theory invites specIllaLion on the articles of women's
clothinF; in "the house 01 death."
..)lJun{~,

William Power sUGgests

Psycholoey ..Q.f the Unconscious, p.

3 ll6.

H2Jun~, Symbols of Transformation, pp. 234-235.
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that since the clothing enables Huck to disguise himself and
seek information at a nearby farm,

the women's clothing

might be expiained as providing the materials for Huck's dis
guise.

B

)

If this idea can be accepted, we are faced with a

particularly grim situation--Pap's death provides, if only
tangentially, the means for Huck's Oedipal incest.
Jung explains that maturation (development of con
sciousness) leads to separation not only from the mother
nrcheLype, but from the unconscious, or the entire world of
instinct.

Yet the yearning for this lost world continues,

and at times of stress the individual must face the tempta
.

. .

.

t10n to retreat 1nto th1s world of unconSC10usness.

Bl~

Thus,

Huck's tendency to lie rather than to tell the truth when
faced by danger sugeests a pattern of incestuous symbolism.
This concept might form the motivatinB force behind
the pattern Huck follows in his journey down-river.

This

journey consists of alternating existence on the river and
on land, the latter usually taking place in a house or other
structure.

Many critics have noted the tension existing

between Huck's feelines and experiences on the river and those
on the land.
Rather than try to reduce these events to a one-to
one relationship with
b) Power,

correspondin~

aspects of the Oedipal

p. B·8.

84 Jung , Symbols of Transformation, pp. 2)5-2)6.
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incest pattern just described, suffice it to say that some
such relationship does seem to exist.

Huck's returns to the

river are almost invariably desperate ones; usually they are
simply pure flight from danger from the land.

On the other

hand, Huck never stays away from the land for any great
length of time, in spite of what he has learned of its
dangers.

Whether this signifies Huck's unconscious desire

to return to the mother or to escape f£Qm her is difficult
to say with certainty; it is possible that there are elements
of both in the tension controlling Huck's actions.
While it might seem paradoxical to say that Huck seeks
and flees his mother at the same time, Jung insists that
many hero cycles contain this very element as a central idea.
This list of heroes includes Gilgamesh, Dionysus, Heracles,
Mithras, and others.

These heroes are usually wanderers,

which to Jung is a clear representation of longing, "of the
ever-restless desire, which nowhere finds its object, for,
unknown to itself, it seeks the lost mother. ,,85

Jung sees a

concept of universal importance in these hero-myths, a con
cept which mayor may not account for the popularity of such
epics and which might even help explain the mythopoeic
attraction which Huckleberry Finn has held for so many
readersl
But the myth of the hero, however, is, as it appears t~
me, the myth of our own sufferin~ unconscious, which has
85Jung, Psycholoey Qi the Unconscious, pp. 230-231.

)8

an unquenchable longing for all the deepest sources of
our own being; for the body of the mother, and through it
for communion 6ith infinite life in the countless forms
of existence. 8
This concept, along with its possible ramifications, will
undergo more extensive examination in the following chapter.
A study of Huck's relationship with his parent-imagos
demands scrutiny of one other character.

Closely related to

Huck's flight from Pap is his establishment of rapport with
Jim.

Early in the novel, upon learning of Pap's presence,

Huck relies on Jim's mystical powers to find out what Pap
Hill do next.

Indeed,

this event also signifies that Jim

and his magical wisdom form an inseparable union of life and
knowledge.
Jim's magic is "Nature magic" and useful mainly for
purposes of revelation.

On the island in Chapter VIII, Jim

displays more of his pO\ierS of revelation through his com
munion with

~ature.

Some young birds come along, flying a yard or two at a
time and lighting.
Jim said it was a sign it was Going
to rain.
He said it was a sign when young chickens
flew that way, and so he reckoned it was the same way
when young birds done it.
I was going to catch some of
them, but Jim wouldn't let me.
He said it was death.

(90-91)
Later, as Huck and Jim watch the storm, itself an example of
Nature's power of revelation, Jim assures Huck, "\/ell you
wouldn't a ben here,

'f it hacln't a ben for Jim."

He would,

86 Jung , Psychology of the Unconscious, p. 2Jl.
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rather, have been out in the inhospitable weather, without
food.

"Chickens knows when its gwyne to rain," Jim explains,

"en so do de birds, chile" (96).
Jim's

ma~ic

is linked with a life-seeking force, both

through the above-mentioned aspect of revelation and through
its relationship with Jim's freedom from bondage.

Daniel G.

Hoffman observes that, while Huck takes no stock in dead
people, he sees omens as evidence that evil is a positive
force in the world.

His "exorcisms" are legitimate attempts

to contr&the dark powers, and while he knows far more of
such things than does the average person, he is still but a
.
. 1
.
87
dlSC1P
e compared to the maGus Jlm.

Hoffman also points out that Jim is introduced into
the story as a slave.

His superstitions are, at that time,

portrayed as "manacles upon his soul.,,88

As a slave, Jim is

hardly in a position to control nature; in fact, he is quite
helpless before any caprice which comes his way.

Hoffman

illustrates this contention with the episode in Chapter I I
involving Huck, Tom, and Jim.
h~t

Tom hangs the sleeping Jim's

on a branch and leaves a five-cent piece on the table.

Huck recalls that "Clfterwarcl Jim saict the witches bewitched
him and put him in a trance, and rode him allover the State,
87 Dan icl G. Hoffman, "Black MaGic--and Whi te," ln
Mark Twain's \o[ound, ed. Lewis Leary, pp. 323-324.
88Hoffman, p.

324.
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and then set him down under the trees again, and hung his hat
on n limb to show who done it~

(4)).

Even though slaves

come from miles around to hear Jim's account of this event,
he is only more enslaved by his fears; a week later Miss
Watson decides to sell him down the river to even worse
bondage.

Rather than be placed in a position that he cannot

wish aW;IY with a tall tale, Jim runs away to Jackson's
Island. 89
On the island he is beset by more fears,
fear of capture,
me-- don't:

first the

then that of Huck's "ghostl" "Donn' hurt

I hain't ever done no harm to a ghos'.

liked dead people, en done all I could for 'em" (87).
he

reali~es

I alwuz
Once

that Huck is alive, he sees that he himself is

free.
Hoffman proceeds to describe the change in the nature
of Jim's magic which accompanies his spiritual and physical
liberation.
witches.

Jim no longer voices fears of ghosts and

Instead, he teaches Huck how to predict the wea

ther, avoid bad luck, and save himself from lurking death.
Significantly, Hoffman observes, death is always nearby J.n
the superstitious imagination. 90
are evil onesl
89Hoffman, p.

)24.

90Hoffmnn, p.

)24.

Most of the omens Jim knows

IJ 1

It looked to me like all the signs was about bad luck, and
so I asked him if there warn't any good-luck signs.
He
saysl "Mighty few-- an' dey ain't no use to a body.
Hhat
you want to know when good luck's a-comin' for? Want to
l<eep it off'?" (91)
Hoffman believes that, in this case, Luck is the folk ver
sion of the Greek concept of Fate, or the Anglo-Saxon
"\{yrd. "

Jim's" stoical \... isdom" appears in his resignation

before this amoral force.
the

psnlm-sin~ing

This forms "a manly contrast to

optimism of Miss Watson and the re

vivalists, and to Tom's romantic evasions of reality.,,91

As

his predictions come true, Jim transcends his slavery to be
come "a magician in sympathetic converse with the spirits
that govern-- often by malice or caprice-- the world of
things and mcn.,,92
Lest the importance of such a "shamanistic" indivi
dual be lost, one must remember thnt Hucl<leberrY Finn takes
place in a relatively primitive society.

Jung himself admits

that, as a product of a twentieth-century technological
society, one loses sight of the importance of magic to those
living in primitive arens.

He sums up this concept 1n one

appropriate sentencel "'Magic is the science of the Jun
gle. ",9J

Jun~ bases this conclusion upon his own personal

experiences in Africa; appropriately, Africa is also Jim's
ancestral homeland.

J2t~.
92Hoffman, p. J25.

9111offman, p.

9JJun~, Civili~~ation in Trnnsition, p.

6J.
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Jim's talent is not an amusing curiosity to Huck; it
can well mean the difference between life and death.

This is

true on several levels, since Jim assumes the role of Huck's
"Master of Initiation," and he thereby holds the key to
Huck's spiritual rebirth as well as his physical welfare.
Jung stresses the importance of the ability to interpret
omens to the primitive mind, observing that "primitive man
is unpsycholoeical.

Psychic happenings take place outside

him in an objective way.

Even the things he dreams are

real to him; that is his only reason for paying attention to
dreams.,·94

The importance of Jim's role as master of ini

tiation is compounded in the scene of the "House of Death."
This scene forms a meeting-place for Life and Death (both
literal and figurative,

that is, freedom from bondage) and

the Huck-and-Pap Oedipal concept.
Hoffman sees the House of Death as the point from
which Huck and Jim begin their "odyssey" down-river.

It

1S

at this point, he contends, that the relationship between
Huck and Jim crystalizesj Jim perceives the squalid de
grada tion of Pap' s po trimony to HucJ(.

He withholds this

disturbing information while Huck, still the child, glee
fully salvages the pitiful remnants, the total of which he
considers "a {';ood haul" (98).

\iith this new knowledge,

94 Jung, C1V1l1zat10n
.. ,
..
. .
6J •
~ Trans1t10n, p.

4J
Hoffman asserts, Jim is free to assume the role that Pap was
never worthy to fill, that of Huck's "spiritual father.,,95
Havin~ ~rounded

the reader in the basic relation

ships between Huck and Pap (Oedipal) and Huck and Jim
(shamanistic), this paper will proceed to explain how these
archetypal relationships influence the action of Huckleberry
Finn in the context of death imagery.

Of immediate impor

tance is how these two archetypes place Huck in a third
archetypal situation, that of initiation.

95Hoffman, p. J25.

Chapter IV
HUCK FINN, ANGEL OF DEATH a THE
ARCHETYPE OF INITIATION
One possibility that emerges from the pattern of
deaths and related events in Huckleberry Finn is that Huck
himself is an agent of death, or as Pap calls him, the
"Angel of Death."

Pap's suspicions must be given some cre

dence, for shortly after Huck escapes from Pap's bondage,
Pap dies a violent death under questionable circumstances.
There are other strong indications that Huck is 1n
SOme type of special rapport with death.

To see these 1n

dications in their proper light, it will be necessary to
explain the Jungian concept of the initiation archetype as
it fits into the lareer concept of death and rebirth.
The American Juneian, Joseph L. Henderson, explains
these ideas in h'isdom of the Serpent:
I think it can be demonstrated from the diverse material
at our disposal that the combinations are not infinite
but conform to certain rather simple designs.
Whenever
we find the theme of death, whether in recurrent myths
or modern dreams, we find that it is never seen to stand
alone as a final act of ilnnihilation. Apart from extreme
forms of pathological depression or of infantile sadism,
death is universally found to be part of a cycle of
death and rebirth, or to be the condition necessary to
imagine transcendence of life in an experience of re
surrection.
Somewhere between the myths of death and
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rebirth and the myths of death and resurrection we find
abundant evidence for another theme in which the ex
perience of dgath and rebirth is central--the theme of
initiation. 9 ,
The significance of the above passage to this study becomes
clear when one remembers that Huck is just entering adult
hood--one of the major periods of human life which invites
an initiation ritual.

Initiation, according to Henderson,

1S that archetypal pattern which allows the psyche to pass
from one stage of development to another.

This process

reveals the fear of denth as being also a fear of change, or
grow1ng up, or fear of separation from the maternal world,
or a combination of all three. 97
The fundamental Goal of initiation, explains

Henderso~

"lies in taming the original Tricl{ster-like wildness of the
juvenile nature.,,98

This "Trickster" figure appears 1n

many cultural myths; Odysseus, Gawain and Gilgamesh are
personifications of this concept.

And, as will be demon

strated later, Huck Finn himself may be reGarded as a
Trickster-figure who undergoes an archetypal initiation
ri tual.
There is, Henderson adds, still another kind of sym
bolism, dating back to the earliest knO\o/n sacred traditions,
96Joseph L. Henderson ann ~Iaud Oakes, I1::l.Q Wisdom of
the Serpent • .IlJ..£ Hyths of Death, Hebirth Q.!lQ Hesurrection,
p.

4.
97Henderson and Oakes, pp.

4-5.

9 P'JoS('I)il L. Henderson, "Ancient ~Iyths and Modern Han,"
1n Han and his Symbols, cd. Carl G. Jung, p. 149.
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which is also connected with transitional periods in one's
life.

But these 1symbols, rather than seeking to integrate
.

the initiate with a group-consciousness, attempt instead to
release him from any pattern of existence that seems too
confining.

Through this symbolism, he is able to move on

.
toward a super10r,
or more mature stage 0 f

This aspect of

~iation,

deve 1 opment. 99

too, holds importance for this

study of Huck's ordeal on the Mississippi.
One of the most common "symbols of transcendence,"
as they are called, is the theme of the lonely journey or
pilgrimaGe, which is also a spiritual journey, during which
the initiate is introduced to the nature of death.

This

death is that of the universal death-rebirth cycle, making
the journey one of "release, renunciation, and atonement,
.
..
pres1ded
over and fostered by some sp1r1t
0f

. " 100
compaSS10n.

This spirit, Henderson points out, is more often depicted as
a "mistress" rather than a "master" of initiation, such as
"Kwan-Yin in Chinese Buddhism, Sophia in the ChristianGnostic doctrine, or the ancient Greek goddess of wisdom
. 101
Pallas Athena."
Huck, too, makes such a
his own master of initiation.

journey and is accompanied by
James M. Cox, in "Hemarks on

99Henderson, "Ancient Myths and t-Iodern Man," p.

ll~ 9.

100 Henderson, "Ancient Myths and Modern Han," p.
152.
101 Henderson, "Ancient t-Iyths and f>'lodern t-tan, " p. 152.

In
the Sad Initiation of Huckleberry Finn," argues that the

,

motivation for the entire novel is Huck's initiation into
"respectable society.,,102

Pap treats Huck so violently,

claims Cox, that Huck must stage a mock murder of himself
in order to escape.

"This false murder," he contends, "is

probably the most vital and crucial incident of the entire
novel." 10J
This "vital and crucial incident" deserves careful
examination.

Huck kills a pig in this false murder and uses

its blood to lend renlism to his own

rituali~ed

"death."

Huck's behavior here closely parallels an ancient and wide
spread archetypal initiatory (death and rebirth) ritual.
In "Ancient Myths and Hodern Man," Joseph Henderson
describes the Eleusinian Mysteries, which began in early
Greece, spread through the Roman Empire, and endured through
early Christianity:
The initiation rite celebrated in the Eleusinian mys
teries (the rites of worship of the fertility goddesses
Demeter and Persephone) was not considered appropriate
merely for those who sought to live life more abundantly;
it was also used as a preparation for death, as if death
also required an initiatory rite of passage of the same
kind. 10q
Henderson discusses certain pictorial depictions of rituals
related to the Hysterics.

On a Roman funeral urn is a

102 James M. Cox, "HemarJ{s on the Sad I nltlatl0n
..
.
of
Huckleberry Finn," Sewanef' Heview, LXII, No. J (July-Sept.,
1954), J9 1L
10J cox , p. J95.
104Henderson, "Ancient Myths and Modern Han," p.

ll~8.
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bas-relief containing, among other images, a sacrifice of the
"mystic pig."
tiation into

This, Henderson believes, points to an ini
de~h,

a death that carries the promise o£

rebirth. 105
Geor{je Nylonas, in Eleusis and

~

Elcusinian

Mysteries, describes in detail some of the statuettes found
in the Sanctuary of Eleusis itself.

Many statuettes re

present boy initiates holdinrr piffS to be sacrificed.

The

pig, notes Mylonas, was the sacrificial animal of Demeter
necessary for preliminary purification.

"At Eleusis," he

states, "",e have two other fraGl"entary statuettes of boy
initiates.

One holds the pig across his chest; the other

holds the pig along the side of the body •

" 106

Huck's

description of his disposal of the pig reveals definite
graphic similarities to the statuettes just describedl
Well, last I pulled out some of my hair, and bloodied
the ax good, and stuck it on the back side, and slung the
ax in the corner.
Then I took up the pig and held him to
my breast with my jacket (so he couldn't drip) till I
got a good piece below the house and then dumped him into
the river. (77)
The similarity between Huck and the statuettes 1n
creases with further examination.

Mylonas points out that

the pigs had to be purified in the sea, for this cleansed them
of evil.

Also, each initiate had to sacrifice his pig for

10'"'

JIfenderson, "Ancient Hyths and Hodern Man," p.

106 G eorGe I'~.

Mysteries, p. 202.

Mylonas, Eleusis and

~

Eleusinian

11~8.
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himself.

All this seems to suggest some sort of sUbstitution

of the pig for the initiate; the death of the
a ritual death
new life.

0t

pi~ su~~ested

the initiate, thus preparing him for a

Huck is, indeed, preparing himself for a new life

of freedom.
One famous urn, that described earlier by Henderson,
1S referred to as the Lovatelli urn; it was found in a
colombarium on the Esquiline, ncar the Porta
Rome.

Ma~giore

of

One scene on this urn portrays Herakles holding a

sacrificial pig while it is purified by a priest who pours
'va ter over ito

This scene has been interpreted as the sup

pression of a Trickster-personality through initiation. l07
If this is valid, it only strengthens the ties between Huck's
behavior and archetypal ritual.
After Huck has dumped the pig in the river, he drags
the

leal~i n~

bag

0

f corn-mea lover the ground.

"The meal

sifted out and made a little tracl( all the way to the lake"
(77) •

I-fere Huck ritualistically plows a furrow,

corn.

This action may be interpreted as a representation of

the 'iidespread

archl~typal

male and female elements.

or plants

.. sacred marriage," or marriage of
The earth is almost always seen

as feminine, and the act of plowing is often represented as
,
.
symbo I lC
sexua 1 1ntercourse
between Man and Earth. 108

The

107lIenderson, "Ancient '·lyths and ~lodern Han," pp.

11~d-ll~9 •

l08Jung, Syml)ols of Transformation, p. 209.
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"sacred marriage," Henderson points out, is another vital
clement of the initiation archetype.

The secret phase of

the Eleusinian Mysteries was apparently carried out under
ground betHeen a hierophant and priestess.

Jun~

believes

that this "clearly points to a hicros gamos [ritual marriage)
which lias ce lebra ted undereround.

The Priestess of Demeter

seems to have represented the earth-goddess, or possibly the
ploughed furrow.,,109
Huck's use of an axe during this episode is also
significant.

At one point during the rites at Eleusis, this

instrument (or a derivative of it) assumed particular sacri
ficial importance.

In The Gate of Horn, Gertrude Rachel

Levy explains that "at a most solemn moment an ear of corn
was reaped in silence.

The instrument, if it was not a stone

axe, seems to have carried on the memory of what the polished
axe symbolized in sO many Western graves of the New Stone
AGe."llG

Levy notes that the axe, along with its later de

velopments, such as the ploueh, appears as an implement of
"sacrificial fertility"lll throughout the Neolithic period.
This is presumably because the axe was used to break the
earth for cultivation from very e<lrly times.
109

June, Symbols of Transformation, p.

Levy points out
341.

110Gertrude Hachol Levy, TtlC ~ of Hornl

a

StUdy of

.!.b..Q Helieious Conceptions of .t!l£ SLone Ase, .Q..ill! Their Influ
.£...0..£..£ 1!.I2.!:w European ThOUGht, pp. 297-298.

111 Levy, p.

11~3.
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a possible Stone Age parallel of the Eleusinian Mysteries;
the image of the plough appears with what might be a repre
sentation of growing corn at a Neolithic grave-site at
Locmariaquer. 112

In any case, when Huck rips open the

sack of corn-meal with the saw (another development of the
axe), he does in effect "reap corn."

The curious juxta

position of clements makes clear-cut analogies difficult
but in no way diminishes the validity of archetypal con
clusions of this kind.
\{hen Huck throws the sack of corn-meal into the
canoe, takes the canoe down the river into some willows, and
then ties the canoe to the trees and falls asleep, he par
takes of the Eleusinian Mysteries to an even greater degree.
Jung explainsc
The image of Iacchus was carried at the head of the
great Eleusinian procession.
It is not easy to say ex
actly what god Iacchus is, but he was probably a boy or
a new-born son, similar perhaps to the Etruscan Tages,
who bore the epithet "the fresh-ploughed boy," because,
according to legend, he spranq out of n furrow behind a
peasant ploughing his fields. 1)
Jung notes that in the same festival procession, the winnow
ing-basket, the "cradle of Iacchus," was also carried.

This

is the liknon, described alternately in various texts as a
sheaf of corn,

111~

I
.
115 or a w1nnow1ng
..
a bas<et
of fru1t,

112Levy, p. 1115.
IlJJune, Symbols .Q.f Transformation, p.

)110.

1111Jung, Psychology.2.f the Unconscious, p.
115Levy, p. 297.

J7).
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themselves evolved from a primitive agrarian fertility cult
of strong archetypal identity.

Martin P. Nilsson,

in Greek

Foll{ Religion, expresses his belief that the Eleusinian
Mysteries began as an old agrarian cult celebrated around
the present month of October and were closely related to the
Thesmophoria, a festival of the autumn planting celebrated
less than a month later.

At some particular time of the

year, Nilsson explains, pigs were thrown into deep caves.
The decayed remains were brought up again during the Thes
morphoria, placed on altars, and mixed with the seed corn,
providing ,..hat Nilsson calls "a very simple and old
'
f ert1'I'1ty charm. ,,118
f ash10ned

The pig, as mentioned be

fore, was the holy animal of Demeter, who was herself
associated with corn and its fertility.

The purpose of these

early rites ,..as "to promote the fertility of the corn which
was laid down in the earth.,,119
That these rituals originated in dim antiquity 1S
generally accepted.

Nilsson traces them back to the My

cenaean age, although it is quite possible that they predate
even that period.

The mention of the Mysteries in the

Homeric Hymn to Demeter supports their claim to ancient be
glnn1ngs; it is the oldest and most complete documentary
treatment of any Greek cult. 120
118Martin P. Nilsson, Grccl{.E.2..l!s Helir6on, p. 49.
119l\ilsson, p. 49.
120 N1'1 soSon, p.

1~ .•
5
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This ereat age suggests archetypal significance, but
age alone only poses the question: Why did the Mysteries en
dure and enjoy such widespread success through so many cul
The an~wer, Nilsson believes, is that the Mysteries

tures?

contained no strict doctrines, "but only some simple funda
mental ideas about life and death as symbolized in the
spr1.ng1.ng up of the new crop from the old."

121

Each age and

culture might modify and interpret these basic ideas to suit
its needs.

Thus, concludes Nilsson, the "most venerable

religion of ancient Greece is explained.,,122

The po\-lcr of

the Mysteries was archetypal, a result of their lack of
rigid doemas and of their "close connection with the deepest
.
I ong1.ne;s
of the human soul." 123
Much of this appeal sprang from the myth so integrally
connected \-lith the Mysteries, the talc of Demeter and Per
sephone.

In Hyths of the Greeks and HomClns, Hichael Grant

proposes that this story, "perhaps more than any other
classical myth, has embodied and directed man's accumulated
.
.
l2h
thoughts about bel.ne; born and dYl.ne;."

Therefore, there

is strong evidence that the compelling concept behind Huck's
actions and that revealed in the Mysteries is the same: the
l2lNilsson, p. 63·
I22 Nilsson, p. 63.
I23 Nilsson, p. 63.
1 ')l~

136.

.

... H1.chael Grant, HyttlS of the Greeks nnd Homans, p.
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universal concept of death and rebirth.

This in itself is

not so surprising, but the detail in which Huck parallels
those (and Dther) archetypal rites docs, at times, reach a
provocative, almost

disturbin~

level of consistency.

The Eleusinian Mysteries do not comprise the only
initiatory rites which contain clements similar to those
found in this episode of Huc1deberry Finn.

Certain island

cultures of the New Hebrides still practice ceremonies de
rived from Stone Age concepts, transmitted
from Asia.

throu~h

mieration

On the island of Vao, for example, ritual-

elements resembling those of Eleusis survive in symbolic
roles remarkably similar to that of their Hellenic counter
parts.
On Vao, as at Eleusis, the sacrificial animal of the
Earth-Goddess is the pig, in this case, the tusked boar.
The initiate is identified directly with the boar he sacri
f1ces; 125 he offers the boar to L e-hev-hev, the Female De
o

vourin~

Ghost,

to prevent this lethal derivative of the Asian

Mother-Goddess from annihilatinG his spirit. 126

Through this

sacrifice, Levy explains, "the Devourer of the Dead docs be
come Bother of Reb1rth."
o

127

Th.ls concept appears both
0

initiatory and mortuary rites of the area.
125Levy, p. 162.
l26IIenderson a nd Oakes, p.
127

Levy, p.

l5h.

lId.

0
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Levy points out
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that "the boars are also fertility symbols, thrown alive
into graves as

pi~s

classical times.,,128

were thrown into the Greek 'megara' of
Possibly Huck's treatment of the p1g

reflects cln unconscious desire to propitiate his archetypal
.
.
"savage mother of des1re"
ment10ned
ear l'1er. 129

Levy notes that "the axe of sacrifice is sacred here
as 1n the West."lJO

Here the axe is also an instrument of

fertility and is even connected with "the rare and solemn
human sacrifice which .
rebirth."lJl

.

. is explicitly associated with

Huck in fact does sacrifice himself ritually

by pulling out some of his own hair.

He then mixes this

hnir with the blood of the pig which he has smeared on the
axe.

Thus, three vital elements--the body of the initiate,

the body of the sacrificial animal, and the instrument of
fertility and rebirth--unite with an archetypal consistency
which cannot be dismissed as mere coincidence.
Huck's tying the canoe to the willows before falling
asleep demonstrates one of the parallels between Huck's
actions and the archetypal death-rebirth ritual.

Jung de

scribes a vaiiant on the theme of death and rebirthl
128 Levy , p. 16J.
129See above, p.
IJOLevy, p. 16J.
IJl Lcvy , p. 16J.

J4.
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The parallel to the motif of dying and rising again is
that of being lost and found again.
It appears ritually
at ex~ctly the same place, in connection with the hieros
eamos-like spring festivities, where the image of the
god was hidden and then found again. l )2
Jung describes an example of this mythologem, the Samian
Hern, practiced in eurly Greece.

Every year a ceremony Was

held in \"hich Hera's image was removed from the temple and
hidden in a lygos-tree somewhere on the seashore.

Later,

worshipers "found" it ent\"ined in the branches and regaled it
with weddinG cakes. 1))

Jung cites a passage by Pausanias

Which states that the image of Artemis Orthia was also
called Lyeodesma, "\"illO\... - capt i ve," becaus e it was found ln
a willO\,,-tree.l)h

Doth of these examples were apparently

connected with the popular Greek festival of the hieros
gamos, or sacred marriage.

Thus, when Huck ties the canoe to

the willows, falls asleep and then awakens apparently "re
born," he provides still more evidence of participating in an
archetypal ritual of death and rebirth.
The minor Eleusinian god Iacchus deserves further
examination.

Joseph L. Henderson envisions this deity as a

definite psychological type embodying a syndrome which ln
recent years has become h:nO\...n as the "renegade tendency."
Henderson credi ts another of Jung's followers,
1)2

~larie-Louise

JunG, Symhols of Transformation, p.

)4).

l))Jung, Symbols of Transform~ltion, p.
1)4 Jung , Symbols of Transformation, p.

21~) •

244.
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von Franz, with describing this renegade tendency as a pat
tern "arising from a special archetype which impresses its
image

up~n

the personality in such a way as to dominate it-

to the point where the personality is, as it were pos
sessed.,,135

This pattern, Henderson explains, involves a

"self-renmiing youthfulness as an end in itself, never
reaching and by its very nature intending to reach matur
ity.,,136

Jung, too, has an interest in Iacchus, and quotes

the following passage from Ovid concerning the puer aeter
.!:ill.§.,

the eternal boy, Iacchusl "For thine is unendinG youth,

eternal boyhood; thou art the most lovely in the lofty sky;
thy face is virgin-seeming, if without horns thou stand
before us. ,,137
Thracian

By "wi thou thorns ,." Ovid refers to the

Dionysus-Za~reus,

who periodically changed from a

beautiful youth into a bull, often with disastrous social
consequences.

Iacchus and Dionysus-Zar,-reus illustrates dif

ferent versions of the same concept; Henderson mentions still
a third variant of the Duer aeternus, the agricultural deity
Triptolemus, "standing as a manly boy between the tHO god
desses, Demeter and Persephone, from whom he receives the
ears of corn he has earned from his labor of plowing and
seed inn.. lJ3
L.> •
1 3 'i J os e p h L. He nd e r son, T 11 res hoI f1 s .2.£. In i t i a t ion, fA 22 •
136 Henderson, Thresholds of InJ_tlatlon,
. .
.
p. 22.
l37Junr;, Symbols of Transformation, p.

3 14-0.

l3BlIenuerson, 'ihn'sholtls of Initiation, pp. 23-24.
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Huck bears a striking resemblance to Iacchus 1n many
ways.

He certainly does not seem to want to "grow up" 1n

the gener~lly accepted sense.
"self-renewing youthfulness"
experiences.

He does appear to possess a
through recurrent death-rebirth

Whether he possesses the destructive qualities

just discussed is questionable; nevertheless, he does have a
curious talent for showing up wherever violence is present.
In Chapter XV, when Huck and Jim are separated in the
fog, Huck admits that he had no more idea where he was g01ng
than a dead man.

When he returns to the raft, Jim first

believes Huck is returninG from the dead.

Huck tries to

conV1nce him that it was all a dream, but Jim finally rea
lizes the truth and shames Huck into humble submission.

This

passage marks a turning-point in Huck's life, and it seems
hardly coincidental that this passage comprises one of the
boo!{' s richest archetypal episodes.

Huck "dies" and is

"reborn" through a sequence of events which closely resembles
several established archetypal precedents.
shm-l that Huck,

These precedents

in his role as initiate, enjoys a "privi

ledged" position; durinG" his introduction to the nature of
life and death, he is protected by a benign overseer.

He lS,

ln a sense, lmmune to physical death, and at tile same time in
special rapport \Vith death.

Thus, Huck is surrounded by death,

his presence miv,ht even he connected causally \Vith certain

deaths, yet he is physically untouched by death.
sense, he is an

An~el

of Death.

In this
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When Huck is separated from Jim in the fog, he is at
the mercy of the treacherous current.

The canoe spins down

the river through the snags; Hucl< is confused and dis
oriented, as if lost in a labyrinth.
actly the case.

Indeed, that is ex

Joseph Henderson, in Wisdom of the Serpent,

describes the role of the labyrinth in primitive initia
tion rites.

The labyrinth, Henderson explains, may appear

as a pictorial desir,-n, n. Garden path, a dance, or n. system
of

pass~Geways

in a temple, but it always produces the same

psychological effect.

"It temporarily disturbs the rational

conscious orientation to the point that

the initiate

is 'confused' and symbolically 'loses his ''lay.' "lJ9

Through

this process the inner mind experiences a transcendent
awareness of new and cosmic dimensions.
An intriguing example of this phenomenon 1S seen 1n
John Layard 's The 1-1a lekulC1n Journey of the Dead, an ini tia
tion rite still prC1cticed in the t'ew Hedbrides.

Here, the

"dead man," symbolic of the initiate, encounters the Female
Devourin~

Ghost, Le-Hev-Hev, at the entrance to the cave

Where life meets deathl
She has drawn with her fin~er, in the sand, a geometric
fiGure, and she sits beside it, waiting for the dead ~an
to come.
He sees her from n. distance.
lIe is confused
and loses his way.
When he regains his path and ap
proaches the Devouring Ghost, she rubs out half the de
sign.
The dead man must know how to complete it.
If he
IJ9 Henderson and Oal<es I

p. 46.
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succeeds he passes through the lines of the geometric
desien into the Cave.
If he does, not succeed, he is
devoured by this terrible Ghost.l~O
This design is called "The Path," or "The Way."
Hellenic parallel appears.

Again, a

Levy notes that "the name

Eleusis was believed by the ancients to mean a Way or Pas
sage, and connected with Elysium. "l4l

The labyrinth does

not actually bring on the revelation, but merely prepares
the initinte, makes him

cap~Jble

of revelation.

A common archetypal figure accompanies the initiate
from death to rebirth.

Henderson describes the makeup of

this important figures
The reader will no doubt be able to supply from litera
ture and drama many more examples of this fiGure acting
as an intermediary between the suffering initiate and his
experience of the death which mayor may not lead to a
rebirth; for example, the role of Thoth in the myth of
Isis and Horus, Virgil in the Divina Commedia as the
euide to Dante, Hermes as the guide of Aeneas in the
Aeneid, Herackles as messenger to the underworld in the
Alcestis.
It was not unintentional that T. S. Eliot
patterned Heilly, the psychiatrist in The Cocl<tail Party,
upon this aspect of lIeracles as a semiheroic, trickster
figure enabled by his mercurial nature to act as medi
ator beiycen the two worlds, conscious and uncon
sc ious . ~2
As the evolution of this fieure is traced back, he appears as
a tribal medicine man who is known as Master of Initiation.
It should he obvious from the description above that
the identity of Master of Initiation parallels that of Jim in

l'~OHenderson and Oakes, p. l~lt.
ll~ 1
Levy, p. 297.
l'~2

Henderson and Oakes, p.

1~8.
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Leslie Fiedler refers to Jim as Huck's

the previous chapter.
,

.
,
.
14J
'
'redemptlve anlma flgure,"
although he pOlnts out that

Jim

repr~sents

Huck's aspiration to a deeper level of the

primitive, rather than to a higher plane of civilization.
Elsewhere in the book are indications that the ultimate
initiation of Huck is not into life, but into final death,
without rebirth.

In any case, one must realize that, as

Henderson points out, "at the level of the initiation C.lrche
,
. .
.
1 e. ,144
type, mascu I lne
and femlnlne
are lnterchangab
'

There

are even myths that split the Master of Initiation into two
separate entities, but the function remains the same.
Huck among the snaE's is, like the "dead man" of the
ceremony just described, lost and confused.

He is undeni

ably separated from anything that might serve as a reference
point.

Arnold Van Gennep claims that the basic ceremonial

pattern of initiation represents a complete cycle of chC.lnge,
beginning with a "rite of sepC.lration," going on to a "rite of
" , and endlng
..
.
,
' " 145
transltl0n,
wlth a "rlte
of lncorporatlon.
I

It has already been shown how the labyrinth serves as the
setting of a rite of separation in the Malekulan culture.
Huck, too, is thrown into a labyrinth in the form of the
fog-shrouded snags.

This episode, alon3 with Huck's near

l4J f iedler, pp.
ll~ll

lL~ 5

570-571.
..

.

Henderson, Threshold;'Z of In1.tlatlon, p. 159.
Henderson and Onkes, p. 48.

{,J
drowning under the steamboat, also parallels the crucial stage
of the Sumerian myth, The Quest of GilGamesh.
The Quest of Gileamesh is an account of Giltjamesh's
Journey to achieve immortality.

This is represented as an

attempt at initiation with its "threshold experience," or
rite of separation, baptismal experience, initiation sleep,
and a return journey with a master of initiation.

In this

eplc, the master of initiation is represented by a seml
divine pair, Utnapishtim and his wife.

This pair incor

porates the motif of the conjunction of opposites necessary
to fulfill the transitional period of initiation.

Gilgamesh

fails his initiation, however, through his own pride or
• 1
trlccster
character. 146

GilGamesh's journey leads him to Utnapishtim and his
wife, the masters of initiation, who tell him that if he
wants true immortality (that is, of both body and spirit) he
must undergo an initiation sleep, whereby he will become
acquainted with the nature of life and death.

Henderson

describes the crucial outcome as an example of initiatory
failure; Gilgamesh triris to lceep the plant of immortality for
his own personal revitalization, but fails.

This failure

results from his selfish, immature ambition to achieve im
mortality in the physical sense only.
old man,

recogni~~cs

Utnapishtim, the Wlse

this dllngcr beforehand and suspects

lll6 T1lC theme of ini t ia tory fai lure is widcspreGd
thrOUGhout mytholOGY and legend . . It appears in The quest of
the l1.Ql.y Grp.l.l, The Odyssey, pp.rslval, and others.

6l~

Gilgamesh's intentions for undergoing initiation,

"Deceit

.
.
.
fullS
mnnklnd,
he W1. 1 1 try to dece1ve
thee," 1l~7 he te 11 s

his wife-as Gilgamesh enters his initiation sleep, and he
instructs her to bnke a loaf of bread for each night of the
initiate's slumber.

As Gilgamesh falls asleep, apparently

through lack of will rather than sincerity of purpose,
Utnapishtim tells his wife, "Look at the strong man who
wants life

everlastin~.

Sleep like a fog blows upon

him." 148
It is not difficult to superimpose the
Huck,

plun~in~

predic~ment

of

through the white fog asleep, upon the arche

typal framework just described.

When Huck a''iCl!<es from wha t

was to be only a "cat-nap," he sees that his surroundings
have undergone a complete metamorphosisl
I was good and tired, so I laid down in the canoe and
said I wouldn't bother no more.
I didn't want to go to
sleep, of course; but I was so sleepy I couldn't help
it; so I thought I would take just one little cat-nap.
Hut I reckon it was more than a cat-nap, for when I
waked up the stars was Shining bright, the fog was all
gone, and I was spinning down a big bend stern first.
First I didn't know where I was; I thought I was dream
ing; and when things begun to come hack to me, they
seemed to come up dim out of last week. (lJ8)
Huck's last remark is siGnificant, for Gilgamesh too slept
Ihlj
.
f or seven n1ghts.

lute attitUdes

.
. .l
'
Th1S,
p 1 us the Slm1
ar1ty

stren~thens

ll~9

f '1rreso

the thematic ties between the two

l47Henderson and Oa kes, p.
ll~H

0

150.

Henderson and Oakes, p. 150.
Henderson and Oakes, p. 151.
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characters and works.

When Huck reaches the raft, he finds

it littered with leaves, branches and dirt.
true

tri~kster

fashion,

initiation, Jim.

He decides, 1n

to playa trick on his master of

Jim at first finds it difficult to believe

that Huck is alive, but Huck soon convinces him that he has
never even been

~one.

Huck persuades Jim that he has

apparently dreamed the entire episode, since he had been
asleep for only ten minutes.
The Quest of Gilgamesh contains Cl strikingly similar
scene.

\{hen Gi 19amesh awa J<es

u

f t er s le epi ngo for a weekI

Gilgamesh sClid to him, to Utnapishtim the Distant:
"Hardly did sleep spread over me,
"Iihen qui ckly thou d ids t touc h me <l nd rouse me."
Utnapishtim said to him, to Gilgameshl
" • • • . Gilgamesh, count thy loaves of bread:
The days which thou didst sleep may they be known
to thee . . . . "15 0
The above passage bears a strong resemblance in mean1ng
(though the particular details in each work are curiously
juxtaposed) to the crucial scene which follows Huck's at
tempt to confuse Jim.

In Huckleberry Finn, Huck invites his

own failure of initiation by demanding of Jim the meaning of
the debris on the raft,

that is,

the "loaves of bread," the

proof of what actually took place.

As Utnapishtim shamed

Gilgamesh so does Jim humble !luck with his well-known speech
on the nature of the leaves, branches and dirtl
"What do dey stan' for?
I's gwyne to tell you.
When
I got all wore out wid work, en wid de callin' for you,
150

. Henderson and Oakps, p. 151.
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en went to sleep, my heart wuz mos' broke bekase you wuz
los', en I didn't k'yer no mo' what become er me en de
raf'.
En when I wake up en fine you back agin', all
safe en soun', de tears come en I could a ~ot down on my
knee§ en kiss' yo' foot i's so thankful.
En all you wuz
thinkin 'bout wuz how you could make a food uv ole Jim
wid a lie.
Dat dah is trash; en trash is what people is
dat puts dirt on de head er dey fren's en make 'em
ashamed." (141)
Huck, like Gilgnmesh, fails in this particular initiatory ep1
sode.

But, as is generally accepted, this event marks a

turning point in Huck's attitude toward Jim.
after Jim's speech, Huck realizes his mistake,

Immediately
that is, the

unsatisfactory aspect of himself Which he still displays,
proving the failure of initiation or change in self.

He is

not reborn, but is repentantl
Then he got up slow, and walked to the wigwam, and
went in there, without saying anything but that.
But
that was enough.
It made me feel so mean I could almost
kissed his foot to get him to take it back.
It was fifteen minutes before I could work myself up
to go and humhle myself to a nigger--but I done it, and
I warn't ever sorry for it afterwards, neither.
I didn't
do him no more mean trucks, and I wouldn't done that one
if I'd a knowed it would mal<e him feel that way. (141)
Huck's reaction is similar to that of Gilgamesh when
he later loses the plant of immortality to a water-snake.
Henderson describes this episode from the Sumerian epic as
an example of the archetypal failure of initiation.

Gilga

mesh's initiation sleep, claims Henderson, contains no re
vealing image or mystery.

Yet,

the loaves of bread baked by

Utnapishtim's ,... ife "must have contained something like the
fecundity of Mother Nature as a much more nouriShing symbol
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for the content of initiation" than the plant of immortality
.
...
151
wh1ch he later found and lost before enJoy1ng 1tS powers.
Only at the end of the epic does Gilgamesh appear to realize
his error, his "s in

0

f hubri s, a mi the correspondi ng de cei t

Utnapishtim suspected in him."
him the precious plant,

After the snake steals from

thwarting his hopes of rebirthl

Then Gileamesh sat down and wept,
His tears flowing over his cheeks
"For myself I have not obtained any boon.
For the earth-lion have I obtained the boon.,,15 2
Henderson explains that the true initiate must rlisplay
courage, humility, and purity of heart, all of which seem to

repres(~nt an ilHareness of self. 15J

He elabora tes on the 1m

plications of the failure of initiation.
Gilgamesh and Gawain,

In the stories of

the redeeming image was some form of

the Mother as a symhol of renewal and rebirth.

This image

promised something much more sustaining than the magical quest
object originally

sou~ht.

For Gilgamesh,

loaves of bread already mentionec);

this was the seven

for Gawain it was the

Grail with its magical food-prorluct property.

Thus both

stories result in the classic fin:ll stage of initiation
describp(j by Van Genrwp, n'prcsenteri by a rite of incorpora
tion.

Ilere occurs what Henderson describes as "an inner
1 .-::

~)

1

lfend0rson and Onkes, p.

5J.

152lfenderson n nd Oa!«('s, p.

5J.

l5JHenrierson and Oakes, pp.

5 J- 51+.
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reacceptance of the Great Mother.,,151~

This, he explains,

1S

simply a vision of the eternal cycle of life and death.
The branches leaves, and dirt which Huck finds on
the raft might easily (and with validity) be compared with
Gilgamesh's loaves of bread.

They,

too, represent the

Great Mother and her fertility (the cycle of life and death).
They, like the loaves of bread, comprise the evidence of
reality which thwarts the trickster-hero's attempt to fool
his master of initiation.
Henderson points out that stories such as those of
Gilgamesh and Gawain stress the danger of falling asleep at
the crucial point of impending revelation. 155
tradition of these figures,
time; indeed,

Huck, in the

falls asleep at the critical

the fog contributes to the evidence of ini

tiatory overtones, since it is an archetypal symbol of re
velation 156 _-an opportunity for rebirth from which Huck
fa i 1 s top ro fit.

Out, Henderson explains, the experience of

having possessed the quest-object, as Gilgamesh possessed
temporarily the immortal plant, produces a partial initia
tory effect.

One sees from these stories that the hero never

forgets his partial initiation and will therefore inevitably

15!~Hcndcrson, Thresholds of Initiation. p. 178.
155lfenderson, Thresholds of Initiation, p.

178.

156Jolande Jacobi, Complex/Archetype/Symbol in the
g. Jung, pp. 161-162.
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prepare himself to complete the quest at some future time. 157
Chapter XV ends with the implication of a positive
event in Huck's life in the form of his newly-found humility,
or submission.

Henderson stresses that submission is a

characteristic of initiation, "but it is not apathy or
weakness .

,,158

It contains, rather, "a strong element

of the archetypal 'trial and strength' carried over from the
heroic phase of life.,,159
Huck4s subsequent adventures form a series of S1.m1.
lar initiation attempts, all falling short of complete
success.

This concept of constant retesting of the initiate

1.S seen in many cultures.

Henderson recalls stories of

ancient Hindu, Buddhist, and later Zen Buddhist initiations
Which give the impression that initiation rites should be
seen as cyclical.

Following each "experience of enlighten

ment," the initiate returns to the mainstream of human ex
perience until all tricksterism and heroism has been refined
away and only the "true adept" remains. 160
Indeed, it does not seem to indicate weakness in the
initiate's character if he fails the first attempt at initia
tion.

As Henderson points out, one should not assume that
157l1enderson, Thresholds of Initiation, p. 178.
15 8 Henderson, Thresholds of Initiation, p. 179.
159l1enderson, Thresholds of Initiation, p. 179.
160lIenderson, Thresholds of Initiation, p. 179.
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initiation always implies automatic success.

By its very

nature, initiation is a dubious business. 16l

In Thresholds

of Initiation, Henderson describes one mythological ini
tiate who is literally shoved by supernatural powers into a
successful initiation, somewhat against his own will.

"It

is interesting to see how Odysseus on his journey wavers
from being a trickster,

the wily one, to the hero and

finally is forced somewhat unwillingly into the role of the
initiated man.,,162

Athene, Odysseus's mistress of initia

tion, prevents him from pursuing the ousted suitors in his
last exploit.

Here, claims Henderson, Athene acts in the

role of a "superior anima-figure," at last completing suc
cessfully the initiation of Odysseus. 16J

This occurs only

after repeated, unsuccessful attempts at initiation which
help to make up the Odyssey.
One may conclude,

then,

that while Huck does fail to

galn full insight into his relationship with Jim and the
rest of his world, he does catch a glimpse of truth through
this experience; this proves to be a turning point in his
"initiation," or "growing up" process.
Turning from mythological references to Huck himself,
it becomes apparent that Huck seems, even in the beginning of
l6lHenderson and Oakes, p. 4J.
l62Hencterson, Thr('sholds of Ini tin tion, p. 177.
l6J

Henderson, Thresholds of Initiation, p. 177.
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his narrative, quite familiar with death.
use of the words "dead" and "kill."

He makes frequent

In the opening chapter,

after discounting the importance of Moses because he "had
been dead a considerable time"
room with his dark thoughts.
wished I was dead"

(J8), Huck retires to his
"I felt so lonesome I most

(40), recalls Huck.

Then, "I heard an

owl, away off, who-whooing about somebody that was dead,
and a whipporwill and a dog crying about somebody that was
go~ng.to die"

(40).

A little later, he observes, "the

house was all as still as death now . . . "

(1~0).

In Chapter XIII, after seeing that everything aboard
the sinkin~ steamboat is "dead still"
turn in and sleep "like dead people"

(127), Huck and Jim
(128).

Such expres

sions and references abound throughout the work, but to list
them all would prove as little, in itself, as would the
itemization of every death that takes place in the book.

The

large number of such references to death, however, does serve
to make one mindful of the exact wording of Huck's narrative;
since Huck is only partially "sivilized," much of his meta
physical revelation must occur on a level unseen by himself.
In any case, Huck is capable of perceiving Death as an
abstraction and of sensing death-connotations to a degree much
greater than the casual reader miRht realize.

When he is

confronted by his father, Huck's description of Pap's face
reveals quite vividly this awareness.
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There warn't no color in his face, where his face showed;
it was white; not like another man's white, but a white
to make a body sick, a white to make a body's flesh
crawl--a tree-toad white, a fish-belly white. (59)
From this passage, and from Pap's ultimate fate,

the dead

man 1n the dead house, it is not difficult to see Huck's
father as a death-victim figure of uncommon intensity.

This

interpretation only serves to provide additional evidence
that Huck is some sort of agent of death.

If nothing else,

it indicates that death is an important, if not the central
concept controlling the major action and ideology in Huckle
berry Finn.
Huck's stay \.;ith the Grangerfords provides some in
sieht into his attitude toward death.

There seems to be some

sort of rapport between Huck and the late Emmeline Grangerford.

Huck says of her:

Poor thing, many's the time I made myself go up to the
little room that used to be hers and get out her poor
old scrapbook and read in it when her pictures had been
aggravating me and I had soured on her a little.
I
liked all that family, dead ones and all, and warn't
going to let anything come between us. (161)
In the above passage Huck reveals once again his preoccupa
tion with thoughts of death.

He seems to be seeking some

sort of understanding of his own views in this area; he is
trying to come to terms with death, or at least his ideas on
the subject.

He mentions the fact that the morbid pictures

"aggravate" him Hhich is an interesting choice of \iords.
a related passage, he claims these pictures give him "the

In
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fan-tods"

(158) which implies that the pictures and poetry

reach something within him that transcends ordinary dis
interest or distaste.

Huck is preoccupied with the idea of

death, whether he chooses to be or not.
Another passage from this chapter brings up an inter
esting unity of imagery.

Describin& Emmeline's unfinished

painting, Huck statesl
She was at work on what they said was her greatest pic
ture when she took sick, and every day and every night
it was her prayer to be allowed to live till she got it
dorie, but she never got the chance.
It was a picture of
a young woman in a long White gown, standing on the rail
of a bridge all ready to jump off, with her hair all
down her back, and looking up at the moon, with the tears
running down her face, and she harl two arms folded across
her breast, and two arms stretched out in front, and
two more reaching towards the moon--and the idea was, to
see which pair would look best and then scratch out all
the other arms; but, as I was saying, she died before she
got her mind made up, and now they kept this picture over
the hpad of the bed in her room, and every time her birth
day come they hung flowers on it.
Other times it was hid
with a little curtain.
The young woman in the picture
had a kind of sw~et face, but there was so many arms it
made her look too spidery, seemed to me. (158-159)
The figure in the painting strikes Huck as looking "spidery,"
an 1mage that recalls the death of the spider in the candleflame in the first chapter.

The fact that both occurrences

of the spider image are accompanied by some sort of

rituali~ed

behavior supports the contention that this is one of the
many recurrent dea th- figures running through the \iork.

The

picture han&s at the head of the dead Emmeline's bed; Huck's
pilgrimages to her room at the times When her work haunts him
the most suggest a sort of death-worship ritual.

Perhaps her
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bedroom is, for Huc}(, some sort of death-shrine, with the cen
tral relic of fascination placed at the head of a death-bed
altar; there seems to be little doubt that Huck feels an
unnatural contact with Emmeline and feels drawn to her room
when this contact reaches points of stress.

Hegardless of

Huc}(' s personal feelings on the matter, Emmeline's "spidery"
picture is an irrefutable testament to human mortality; a
death-painting painted by one fascinated by death, un
finished because of the death of that painter.
Huck's stay with the Grangerfords is one example of
the many occasions on \o{hich he is "reborn," that is, assumes
a new identity.

James M. Cox remarks that Huck is "indeed

the man without identity who is reborn at almost every
r1ver bend .

" 16l~

Huck must recreate himself, Cox pro

poses, to escape the forces which threaten him from all side&
Cox believes that the rebirth theme forms the motivating
idea behind the entire action. 165
lluc], himself "dies" several times in this work, only
to return to the livine each time, usually accompanied by
some sort of ritual, either publicly accepted, occult, or
both.

When he creates the impression that he has been killed

at his father's cabin, he kills a pig and uses its blood to
prove his own death.
If)l~COX, p.

J95.

165Cox, p.

J9~.

When he hides on the island, he watches
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the citizenry

cond~ct

a ritualistic search for his body.

De-

sides firing over the water, the search party drops loaves
of bread into the water hoping to locate the unfortunate
protagonist.

Later, when Jim first sees Huck, he begs the

"ghost" not to harm him, for he "al,'1uz liked dead people, en
done all I could for 'em" (87).
In Chapter XV, when Huck and Jim are separated in the
fog, Huck admits that he had no more idea where he was going
than a rleacJ man.

When he returns to the raft, Jim first be

lieves Huc1< is returning from the dead.

At the end of Chap

ter XVIII, Huck covers dead Duck's face on the riverbank.
Since Huck is generally believed to be among the dead at this
point, the recurrent death-within-death motif undergoes a
rather grim mutationl the dead covering the face of the dead.
Huck's arrival at the Grangerfords'

is brought about

by his nearly drOlyning after the raft is smashed" by a steam
boat.

This places Huck ''Ii thin the well-knmin archetypal

death-rebirth ritual frameworl< of baptism.

In connection

with the Gilgamesh myth, Joseph Henderson points out that the
concept of purification or lustration often appears as an
initiatory death in the form of a ritualized drowning. 166

As

in the labyrinth, the initiate undergoes a loss of conSC10US
ness which may lead to a change.

This change, claims Hender

son, "becomes a new and important test which ushers in the
period of transition."
166Ucnderson and Ool<os, p. 4<).
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The symbolism of a return to the pre-natal condition, so
abundantly sugGested in the composite idea of the laby
rinth (intestines, birth canal, umbilical cord, etc.)
and water (water of death or water of life as amniotic
fluid), vanishes from sight and the evidence of rebirth
becomes apparent. 167
Henderson illustrates this contention by describing the
initiation rites of primitive cultures where boys are fed
milk as if they were newborn babies and given new clothes
and names after undergoing the rites of purification and the
ordeal of ritual death in the form of circumcision or some
other kind of mutilation.

Gilgamesh, after his sleep,

"washed his long hair clean as snow in water .

[and]

replaced the band around his head 'vi th a new one." 168
Not only does Huck conform to the labyrinth and
baptismal episodes just mentioned, but he also is reborn 1n
the manner described.

He is fed, given new

assumes a new name, George Jackson.

cloth(~s,

and

This is, of course, only

one of severa.l episodes in which Huck is "reborn" after
"dyin[#" or at least wishing he 'vere dead.

In Chapter XXXII,

shortly after the "Sunday-like" stillness makes Huc\< wish he
were dead, "and done with it all," he is "reborn" as Tom
Sawyer.

Here, near the end of the book, Huck's rebirth al

most achieves a glimmer of conscious recognition from the
initiate.

Huck remarks, "But if they 'vas joyful, it warn' t

16'7Henderson and Oakes, p.

49.

168 Henderson and Oakes, p. 4 9.
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nothing to what I was; for it was like being born again, I
was so glad to find out who I was"

(J02).

Huck is, in a sense, "dead" throughout his journey
down-river.

He seems immune to physical injury; his role 1S

that of observer, or in the initiatory sense, the initiate
whose reaction to various situations determines his spiritual
progress.

The importance of eventual success in this type of

initiation is brought home by a passage from Paul Schmitt's
"Ancient Hysteries and Their Transformntion" quoted by
Joseph Henderson in Wisdom of the Serpent.
tha t he

\~ho

Schmitt explains

enters the underworld symbolically is

or "dies" and is symbolically reborn.

",~edded"

The uninitiated re

ma1ns "in death.,,169
Huck's reactions, then, determine to a certain extent
whether one may view the end of Huckleberry Finn in a pOS1
tive or negative light.

When Buck Grangerford dies, Huck

becomes nauseated and almost falls out of his tree.
is an

An~el

willing one.

If Huck

of Death, he is apparently not n consciously
That he is n carrier of Denth, as Twain

mi~ht

have believed himself to be, is perhaps closer to the truth.
At the end of the book, Huck says thnt he is goinG to
"light out for the Territory ahead of the rest" (J86) \~hich
1S quite possibly an admission of ultimate initiatory failure,
Huck mny well he destined to, ns Schmitt puts it, remU1n
169Henderson and Oakes, p.

56.
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"in death."

In Thresholds of Initiation, Henderson points

out examples from various cultures in which the west assumes
a definite archetypal relationship with Death.

Quoting

Gertrude Rachel Levy, he explains that in Sumerian myth
ology, as '... ell as in Egyptian mortuary belief, "the dead
seem to follow the path of the sun.,,17 0

All "solar heroes,"

such as Heracles, travel westward, "the road of the setting
sun. ,,171

I n the He 1 1
·
..
enlC
tradltlon,
the west becomes "the

abode of those who arc reconciled to death.,,172

Huck's

Territories lie to the west; he must therefore travel west
ward, "the road of the setting sun."

Like the journey from

Athens to the sea in the Eleusinian Mysteries, Huck's lnl
tiation involved a journey down-river toward the sea.

But

his pilgrimage will never be completed; as Henry Nash Smith
1
·beglnnlng.
·
.
l7J
0 was doomed to fal0
h as observed, lt
ure from
ltS
It is

temptin~,

in the light of the above evidence, to view

Huckleberry Finn as a victory of Death over Life.
very least,

At the

the book ends with an undeniable distortion of

the natural death-rebirth cycle of initiation.
Henderson discusses the

si~nificance

of an initiation

into life as the reconciliation of opposites "on the plane
170Henderson, Thresholds of Initiation, p. 150.
171 Henderson, Til re s ho lc1 s ..Q...f Initiation, p. 150.
172 Henderson, Thresholds of Initintion, p. 150.
17JSmith, p.

IJ2.
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of image and the plane of experience.,,174

He admits that

only a great novelist or poet can sustain the impression that
seemingly trivial details of one's personal life may be seen
as part of such a powerful universal symbolism.

Yet, he

asserts, this is in reality exactly the case; "and the
mystery of initiation weaves its eternal thread through our
lives and on into the shadows of death.,,175
This chapter has dealt with death-imagery as it
appears 1n Huckleberry Finn on a more or less ritualistic
level.

The next two chapters will proceed to cover more

literal examples of death, some of which contribute to the
archetypal pattern of initiation just discussed.

171~Henderson and Oal{es, p. 73.
175Henderson and Oakes, p. 73.

Chapter V

NON-HUMAN DEATHS
Some of the most significant de?ths occur1ng 1n
Hucl<:leberry Finn are those of non-human victims.

For vari

ous reasons, many of these deaths are important to the pat
tern of deaths under examination here.
In the opening chapter, a spider's death in a candleflame assumes grim metaphysical implications through Huck's
superstitious interprctation&
Pretty soon a spider went crawling up my shoulder, and
I flipped it off and it lit in the candle; and before I
could budGe it was all shriveled up.
I didn't need any
body to tell me that that was an awful bad sign and would
fetch me some bad luck, so I was scared and most shook
the clothes off of me.
I got up and turned around in my
tracks three times and crossed my breast every time; and
then I tied up a little lock of my hair with a thread to
keep witches away.
But I hadn't no confidence.
You do
that when you've lost a horseshoe that you've found,
instead of nailing it up over the door, but I hadn't
ever heard anybody say it was any way to keep off bad
luck when you'd killed a spider. (40)
It is perhaps significant that the spider dies in the flame
of a candle, rather than being dispatched by means less sym
bolically fertile, such as the more conventional death by a
careless human foot.

In any case, Huck's ritual follows the

recurrent pattern already mentioned,

thus placing this inci

dent well within the bounds of this study's promise.

The
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candle-flame as a means of death is significant in at least
two respects; first,

the candle, or indeed the flame itself,

might easily be interpreted in a Jungian manner.

The shape

of the candle can be seen as a phallic image, or a fertility
symbol in general.

Whatever the specific interpretation of

the image itself, one aspect of the incident remains un
deniables that is, that something quite graphically ritualis
tic has taken place, both in the spider's death and in the
resulting action by Huck.
This incident is only one of several similar incidents
that occur throughout the work.

Remembering that everything

the reader sees is through Huck's eyes, one might reasonably
conclude that HucJ< has put everything down for some particular
purpose; consequently there is no "irrelevant" material in
~he

work.

Huck, whether he realizes it or not, includes what

he feels necessary for the reader's understanding of the
essential meaning that emerges from the progress and patterns
of events that occur in the book.
In "The Role of Foll<lore in Huckleberry Finn," Hay \;.
Frantz, Jr. discusses the death of the spider and its implica
tions.

He views the incident as the first of a series of

evil signs nnd omens which culminates in Hucl<'s discovery of
his father in his room.

This series of images is, Frnntz

contends, the most carefully constructed of many examples of
"folklore forecastinG" Which Twain usC's to forge plot unity
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in Huclclcberry Finn. 176

The spider- image is rendered more

grotesque through the use of "withheld knowledge," that is,
such phenomena as the whipporwill and the dog crying out in
the night, and the sound "that a ghost makes when it wants
to tell about something that's on its mind and can't make
itself understood, and so can't rest easy in its
grave •

."

(I~O).

This concealment-death link appears

throughout the novel •
. When Huck turns around three times, crossing himself
every time, he unknowingly partalccs of an archetypal ri tual
which Carl June discusses in The Spirit in Man, Art, QD&
Literature.

Jung describes a design associated with man's

efforts to "banish his dark forebodings by expressing them 1n
a magical or propitiatory form.,,177

It is a double cross

inscribed in a circle, and it appears today in Christian
churches and Tibetan monasteries. 178

This particular

abstract design appears even in Rhodesian rock-drawings of
the Stone Ar;e beside "amazingly lifelikc" pictures of animals.
Huck's affinities with such ritualizcd behavior is more than
coincidental; James Cox sums lip Huclc's use of ritual.
Because Huck completely lives his rituals, because he
participates to the tips of his fingers in a struggle
176 Hay \0/. Frantz, Jr., "Thp Hole of Folklore in
Huckleberry Finn," American Literature, XXVIII (Nov., 1956),

J14.
177 J ung, 'fh
. . t .l.!!
.
--...U •S pl.rl
1ll!....!J.,

~

u nd L'1 t ('ra ttl re,

p. n6
~J . •

178JunG, ~ Spirit .i..D ~, A.1:t anci Litcratllrc, p. 96.
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for survival, and because his whole world and all its
values are at stake, he transcends the empty rituals of
Tom Sawyer's universe and achieves mythic significance. 179
Another important non-human death, again by violence
and again accompanied by elaborate superstitious ritual,
occurs 1n Chapter X.

Significantly, the incident fore

shadows another important, and no less violent death.

Huck

saysl
Now you tl1inlc it's bad luck (to talk about the dead man
in the house) I but h'hat did you say \'lhen I fetched in
the snakeskin that I found on the top of the ridge day
before yesterday? You said it ,,,,as the worst bad luck in
the world to touch a snakeskin h'ith my hands.
Well here's
your bad luck:
We've raked in all this truck and eight
dollars besides.
I \'lish \",e could have some bad lucl<
like this every day, Jim. (99)
Jim cautions Huck, assuring- him that bad luck is certainly
on the \"ay.

He soon proves this by being bitten by a rattle

snake, an event which heralds an impressive collection of
ritualistic folk-remedies, which of course proves successful.
More important to this study, however, is the fact
that Jim's would-be reptilian executioner is where it is as a
direct result of the violent death of its mate.

The arche

typal possibilities for interpretation here arc

1mpreSSlve.

Tile snalcc-fiaures, one lei lIed,

the

0

.

.

ther a would-be h:i ller,

present possibly even sexual connotations; the location of
this incident, the cavern, seems to support this interpreta
tion.

The serpent is a well-documented and conventional arch

etypal

fi~urc,

usually

179 Cox , p. 400.

si~nifyinG

fertility,

either sexual or
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agri cuI tura 1.

The cave is a classical archetypal repre

sentation of the womb, the prenatal state, or figurative
death.

In the Eleusinian mysteries, at one stage of the

ceremony the initiates sat together while a representation
of n snake was passed through their laps.180

In the scene

from Huckleberry Finn under discussion, Huck and Jim
"unite" in the sacred marriage,

joining black and white, the

initiate and the master of initiation.

It takes place in

the womb of the earth, as did the Eleusinian rites.

These

details combine to form a surprisingly complete parallel
pattern of 1mages.
Not all of the non-human deaths in Hucldeberry Finn
are of a literal nature, however.

For example, in Chapter

XII, death visits an inanimate object, as well as its human
contents.

After describing a thunderstorm, the traditional

archetypal depiction of Nature's presence, Huck introduces
the '·/rec!<ed s t enrnboa t "tha thad ki lIed herse lf on a roc1("
(116) •

The wreck itself is a broken, skeletal monument to

the mortnlity of Man and his creations.

In flashes of liGht

ning, the reader sees the \vreck "very distinct"

(116); the

steamboat, an obviously transient extension of humanity, has
destroyed itself against a rock, \vhich in turn is the figur
ative statement of Nature's immovability.

Later, Huck sees

the wreck draGeed down deeper and deeper into the river as it
180Jung, Symbo 1 s of Transformat10n,
.
p.

JI~ J.
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drifts downstream, soon to disappear beneath the surface.
The steamboat is not only defeated, but must be obliterated,
by Nature.
There are, of course, human deaths aboard this boat,
creatinG a "death-'oJithin-death" image.

These human deaths,

however, shrink in importance against the Graphic display of
the sinkinG boat.

Huck docs not sec the men die; he only sees

the lifeless hulk slippinG deeper and deeper into the water.
Perhaps the storm

contribut~s

to the mystery and

tension conveyed by the dramatic events that take place 1n
the above episode, but it also serves another, equally impor
tant, purpose.

For the storm is to Huck one of the great

physical revelations of Nature's terrible, all-powerful
beauty, made evident in Chapter IX, when Hucl< describes his
impressions of the summer storm viC\oJed from the safety of the
cavel
Pretty soon it darkened up and begun to thunrter and liGht
en; so the birds was right about it.
Directly it beeun
to rain, and it rained like all fury, too, and I never sec
the wind blow so.
It was one of these recular summer
storms.
It would get so dark that it looked all blue
black outside, and lovely; and the rain would thrash
alonG by so thick that the trees off a little ways looked
dim and spider-webby: and here would come a blast of ,... ind
that would bend the trees down and turn up the pale
underside of the leaves; and then a perfect ripper of a
Gust would follow alon~ and set the branches to tossing
their arms as if they was just wild: and next, when it
was just about the bluest and blackest--fst: it was as
bri~ht as glory and you'd have a little Glimpse of tree
tops a-pluneinG' about, away off yonder in the storm,
hundreds of yards further than you could See before; dark
as sin aG'ain in a second, anci now you'd hear the thunder
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let go with an awful crash and then go rumblin~, grumb
ling, tumbling down the sky towards the underside of
the world, like rolling empty barrels down stairs, where
it's long stairs and they bounce a good deal, you know.

(95-96)
The above passage illustrates a number of aspects of Huck's
thought patterns.

Huck's view of the storm is an almost

.
1 archetypa 1 one; 181 he sees the storm as the phy
class1ca
sical presence of some unseen power.

The hint of revela

tion is definitely present in Huck's account of the wind, or
archetypal "breath of God," turning up the pale underside of
the leaves or, in a general sense, revealing things normally
or previously hidden.

This idea is restated later in the

same passage when the lightning allows Huck to see much
further into the woods than he had been able to see pre
viously.

Other "coincidental" images appear in this passage.

For example, Huclc compares the thunder to the sound of empty
barrels rolling down stairs.

The significance of the image

of empty barr~ls becomes plain when one remembers that Huck
watches the storm from the warm safety of the cave.

Both

the cave and the empty barrels, plus Huck's desire to slpcp
1n an empty hogshead (as pointed out in Chapter III) point to
an underlying unity of imagery that cannot be ignored.
The storm scene also illustrates Huck's awareness of
Man's helplessness against the power of natural forces.

The

trees become personified, "tossing their arms as if they \.as
HHJacobi, p.

lfJl.
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just wild" (95).

This links the storm scene with the steam

boat incident; both episodes underscore the recurrent motif
of the doomed frailty of men and their creations ngainst the
cosmic omnipotence of amoral Nature.
The above-mentioned "storm passage" assumes additional
significance when compared with the "dawn passage" in Chap
ter XIX.

Again, Huck nnd Jim witness a display of natural

power and revelations
Not a sound, anywheres--perfectly still--just like the
\ihole h'orld was asleep, only sometimes the bull- frOGS
a-cluttering, maybe.
The first thing to see, lookin~
ah'oy over the water, was a kind of dull line--that was
the woods on t'other side--you couldn't make nothing
else out; then n pale place in the sky; then more pale
ness, spreading around; then the river softened up,
away off, and warn't black any more, but gray; you
could see little dark spots drifting along, ever so far
away--tradin~ scows, and such things; and long black
streaks--rafts; sometimes you could hear a sweep screak
ing; or jumbled up voices, it was so still, and sounds
come so far; and by-and-by you could see a streak on
the water h'hich you know by the look of the streak that
there's a snag there in a swift current which breaks
on it and makes that streak look that way; and you see
the mist curl up off of the water, and the east reddens
up, and the river, and you make out a loe; cabin in the
edge of the woods, away on the bank on t'other side of
the river, being a wood-yard, likely, and piled by them
cheats so you can throw a dog through it anywheres; then
the nice bree~e spring-s up, and comes the woods and the
flowers, but sometimes not that way, because they've left
dead fish laving around, gars, and such, and they do get
pretty rank; and next you've got the full day, and
everything smiling in the sun, and the song-birds just
go 1 n g it: (1 7 7 - 178 )
The above passage, along Nith the "storm" passage, reveals a
great deal about the pattern of concealment and revrlation
that appeors throughout Hucklebrrry Finn.

It is esprcially
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revealing of Huck's ability to perceive beauty and
1n mutual proximity, without confusing the two.

u~liness

Indeed, in

the beginning of the passage, Huck presents the reader with
total nothineness, "not a sound, any\vhercs."

Then, in a

manner curiously similar to the Biblical depiction of the
Creation, he discerns "a kind of dull line" dividing the
land and water.

It is still impossible to see details.

the sky appears over the land and 'ia ter.

Then

Shades of gray re

place blackness, suggesting elements not easily placed in a
simple duality.

This possibility is given more credence by

another event; the river loses its crisp

ed~es,

softens up.

Then, amid the coming dawn's beauty, Huck perceives evidence
of hidden death in the streaks Which indicate swift water
running over snags.

Then wood-piles appear, monuments to

man's dishonesty and greed, piled "by them cheats so you can
throw a dog through it any,,,heres."

A plp.asant breeze appears

from wood and flowers, blowine away the image of the wood
piles, only to be quickly qualified by Huckl often the breeze
is contaminated by the smell of dead fish, particularly gars.
Significantly, Huck mentions "gars" instead of any other fish
here, the ear being a primitive, reptillian, and generally
unpleasant fish.

The gars contrast with the song-birds that

appear with the full day in the next sentence.
sees the dualities in nature.

Huck clearly
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Larry R. Dennis has noted that "Huck's is not Adam's
1nnonence; Huck has seen death."l82

He believes that to

categorize Huck as Adamic in attitude is incorrect.

Huck's

response is not human, claims Dennis, but is instinctive,
thut is, almost animal.

Huck's journey brings him into con

tact with the many masks that civilization gives to death,
and Huck remains relatively pure only through Twain's will.
Dennis points out that Huck's view of life and death is that
of two aspects of the same process; one does not necessarily
deny the other.

This "natural" view of life ,Ind death \Vhich

Huck exhibits while he is free may be contrasted with the
concept of death he displays '''hile in "captivity," that is,
"imprisoned" by the WidoW Douglas, Pap, and others.

This

latter concept pictures death as static, "antipodal to life."
Dennis gives examples of Huck's experiences with this
latter concept.

In the first chapter, Huck describes the

'1idow Douglas' s house as "s till as dea th. "

This con tras ts

the house sharply with the world around it,

teeming with the

noises of life.
life."lS)

Death, in this sense, is "antipodal to

In ChLlpter XXXII,

LIS

Huck upproaches the Phelps

farm, he experiences a feeling similar to that which he under
went at the end of the first chapterl
When I got there it was all still and Sunday-like, and
hot and sunshiny--the hands was gone to the fields; and
l82Dennis, p. l8J.
l8JDennis, p. 18).
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there was them kind of faint dronings of bUGs and flies
in the air that makes it seem so lonesome and like
everyhody's dead and gonel and if a breeze fans alone and
quivers the leaves, it makes you feel mournful, because
you feel like it's spirits and you always think they're
talking about you.
As a general thing it makes a body
wish h£ was dead, too, and done with it all. (297)
Houses, an obvious symbol of civilization, often accompany this
type of death-image.

Dennis believes that living within

houses means imprisonment to Huck, physically and

psychicall~

denying him the natural perspective of life-death total
.
184
1ty..

.
. .
M1SS Watson constantly g1ves Huck ncgat1ve commands;

don't scrunch up, don't gap and stretch.
physical restriction.

Her orders involve

In these situations, Dennis proposes,

Huck sees life as "growth, change, potentiality," and death
as "fixed, static, and negative.,,185
Pap also imprisons Huck in a house.

Dennis dra''''s a

parallel between this episode and Huck's bondage at the
Widow Douelas's.186

During one of Pap's alcOholic fits,

the

cabin almost becomes a true house of death for Huck.

Pap

chases him with a knife, then collapses in a stupor.

The

stillness that Huck observes in the world outside the cabin
is strangely similar to that of the first chapter.

Huck re

calls, "then he laid stiller, and didn't make a sound.

I

could hear the owls and the wolves, away off in the woods, and
l81~

.
Denn1s, p.

l81~

.

185 Denn is, p.

185.

186Vennis, p.

lH I~ •
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it seemed terrible still"

(71-72).

When Huck escapes from

Pap's prison, Dennis points out, his means of complete es
cape is by a "ritual slayin~ of the self.,,187

Death frees

him, for in his natural framework, life and death are not
antipodal.
Dennis sees a pattern behind Huck's two views of death.
His own, natural view reveals itself while Huck is free on
the river, Which Dennis believes is really a double symbol-
a symbol of life and of death.

The same river that carr1es

the canoe downstream carries the House of Death.

Creative

and destructive forces are not antithetical here, but part
of one force.

"Huck's perspective toward death and life 1S

identical with the river's reconciliation of these two
forces. "

188

..
Th1s 1dea seems to be support ed by Huck's "da\.. . n

passage" and its reconciliation of life and death 1mages.
In the "dawn passaF,e," Huck's inclusion of song-birds
"just going it:" offers further evidence of a "life-force"
at work in Huckleberry Finn which is usually coupled \.. . ith an
oppos1nF, "death-force.

II

It \.;ould be tempting to place this

duality in a one-to-one relationship with the before-mentioned
concealment-revelation duality and conclude that life-force
is equated \.;ith, and often accompanies, revelation, \-lhile
death is equated with, and often accompanies, concealment.
l87 Denn is, p. 185.
188Dennis, p.

IB6.
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This is, however, an oversimplification of a matrix of in
fluences so complex that it is doubtful that Twain himself
could fully comprehend all of the variables at work.

There

is, ho\vever, a surprising number of death-concealment and
life-revelation links in Huckleberry Finn.

1ihen Buck

Grangerford is killed, Huck covers his face; dead Emmeline
Grangerford's unfinished painting is almost always covered;
Sherburn, after killing Boggs, tells the would-be lynch-mob
that if there's any lynching done, it will be at night, by
men in masks; the river swallows up the wrecked steamboat
with the dead men aboard; Jim believes Huck is dead after
losing him in the fog; Jim covers the dead man's face in
"the house of de<lth."
The deaths discussed here were, for the most part, hu
man ones.

The following chapter examines those specific

human expirations which most readily and graphically conform
to the archetypal patterns already spelled out.

Chapter VI
HUHAN DEATHS

There are, of course, human deaths in Huckleberry Finn.
These, no less than those other types of death already men
tioned, conform to certain patterns of recurrent images and
motifs involving superstitious ritual, grotesque social
protocol, and/or graphic demonstrations of the awesome power
of natural forces.

While these (leaths do not invariably

conform to well-established archetypal formats, still the
elements of ritual and superstition always leave
possibilities of archetypal interpretation.

open the

Jung admits

that we can never know all the archetypes and that ritual
of any kind often indicates some kind of archetypal pre
sence.
One of the most dramatic examples of human death 1n
Huckleberry Finn is the killine of old Boggs in Ch<lpter XXI.
An aura of il10.vitahility p0.rvt1des the final minutes before
tlw shooting of l;oggs.
o' clocJ{ to leave,
dl~ath"--indeed,

leave

"ri{~ht

Do[:{~s

After Sherhurn Gives Doggs until one
proceC'c!s to enGage in n "dance of

the si.Ght of the crowd pleading ,.. . ith him to

away,"

nOGG5'~

ridinG off down the street, re

turning, leavinG, and returninc; aGain, all sUGr:est n kind of

9l~

hizarre choreography.

The tension builds, is relieved when

Doggs rides down the street, only to be raised even higher
when the doomed man returns.

This buildup of tension is

framed in a mood of undeniable inevitability.
This aura of inevitability is enhanced by the behavior
of Boggs himself.

Up until the time that it is too late to

stop the shooting from takinlj place, BOGGs is uncontrollably
hostile towards Sherburn and quite vocal about his hostility.
Tllen, in that last instant before the fatal shooting, Doggs
shows siGns of repentinG his former displays, as if once
aga1n, thOUGh too late, in control of himself.

Jlucl{ says:

In about five or ten minutes, here comes BOGes again-
but not on his horse.
lie was a-reeling across the street
towards me, bareheaded, with a friend on both sides of
him nholt of his arms and hurrying him along.
He was
quiet, and looked uncilsy; and he wurn't hanging back
any, but was doing some of the hurrying himself. (206)
This description of

Boggs~

apparent state of mind
, supports the

contention that he is a helpless part of some inevitable me
chnnical sequence of events.

It is never clear whether or

not the shooting takes place before or after the specified
deadline of one o'clock.

This suggests the possibility that

Sherburn is also part of the mechanistic plan of BOGGS's
dea th.

The imagp. of Bogv,s, bareheaded, being led along by

two men, sugGests an execution of some sort.

This idea 15

supported by the carnival atmosphere immediately follo\lfing
the killing and the actual circus going on in town at the
same time.

The scene suggests an execution in the European
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Middle Ages, when such an event was exploited as a festive,
commercial occasion
tators.

caterin~

to the amusement of the spec

The one o'clock deadline,

alon~

with Huck's un

conscious portent of doom, supports this interpretation.
Before the Boggs incident begins, Huck describes the town
ln which the l<illing ''Iill take place I
On the river front some of the houses was stickin~ out
over the banlc, and they W~IS bowed and bent, and about
ready to tumble in.
The people had moved out of them.
The banI< Has caved a'vay under one corner of some others,
and that corner was hanging over.
People lived in them
yet, but it was dangersome, because sometimes a strip
of land as wide as a house caves in at a time.
Some
times a belt of land a quarter of a mile deep will start
in and cave along and cave along till it all caves into
the river in one summer.
Such a town as that has to be
always moving back, and back, and back, because the
river's always gnawing at it. (20))
Huck's above description sets the
This Horld is
lon.
a~

sta~e

for the death of Boggs.

precarious one, poised on the brink of obliv

il

Tile river,

the boole's ultimate natural power, cats a''Iay

man's puny creations.

The entire Boggs incident lS sur

rounded by an unseen, amoral force Which drives events to
their ultimate conclusion with an overpowering efficiency.
One also wonders why, after countless monthly drunks
and similar empty threats, Boggs is doomed for this particu
lar tirade.

Th;lt "proud-lool<inp,' Sherburn is easily the best

dressed man in that town (2°5) implies that he might take
serl0us action

a~ainst BO~Gs

for this verbal abuse and is a

powerful enouGh figure in the community to take whatever
ven~eancc

upon the town d nlnk he chooses.

But this logical
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analysis of cause and effect is not completely satisfying;
there is still an annoying random factor--Huck.

Here Cllja1n

is evidence that Huck and death appear together a little too
often for natural coincidence to explain.
After his last-minute change of heart proves point
less, Boggs is shot.

Sherburn drops his pistol in the dirt,

suggesting that he is, in this particular event, only an
agent; after

th~

fatal shots arc

executioner is over.

fir~d,

his

imm~cJiate

BogGS, lyinG on the ground,

role as

is a figure

literally stifled by a predatory society concerned pri
marily with its own amusement:
The crowd closed up around them, and shouldered and
jammed one another, with their necks stretched, trying
to see, and people on the inside trying to shove them
back, and shouting, "back, back: give him air, give
him air:" (206)
As the crowd still crushes in on him, Boggs lies with a Bible
on his chest, breathing his last, while the reliGion of his
society (in the form of th~ Bible) lit~rally presses the
breath out of him (207).
The almost surrealistic display of ritualistic behavior
by the townspeople following

no~~~s

dent even more significance.

Huck

death gives this inci

d(~scribes

the grotesque

proceedings:
Well, pretty soon the Whole town was there, squirming and
scroughing and pushing and shoving to get at the window
and have a look, but the people tha t had the pl~lces
wouldn' t give them up, {\ nd fo l)(s behi nd them was sa ying
all the time, "Say, now, you've looked enough, you
fello\olsi 'taint riGht and 'taint fair, for you to stay
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th,ll' all the time, and n~ver give nobody a chance; other
foH:s has their riehts as well as you." (207)
TIle remarl.. about "riehts" carries even more irony than one
might 1maglrle.
stron~

and so

The need to sec death seems to be so basic
that it molds the townspeople into one seeth

1ng organism whose one need is to witness death.
is this a need, but a right.

Not only

Since Boggs was once one of

them, they are, in a sense, Hitnessing the small death of
pa rt

0

f

the

lal'f~er

witness his death.

oq>;anism

j

thus, it is the i r rirr,h t

to

This town is caught in the perpetuul

posture of the uroborosl the serpent devouring himself,

tail-

first.
Huc\< then describes even more stylized and ritualistic
proceedinr;s:
The streets \'las full, and everybody was excited.
Every
body that seen the shooting was telling how it happened,
and there was a big crowd packed around each one of these
[ello\·/s, stretchinG their necl<s and listening.
One lone
lanky man, with lonG hair and a big \.,hite fur stove-pipe
ha t on the back of his head, and a crool<ed-hanclled cane,
marked out the places on the Ground Hhere Doec;s stooel, ond
where Sherburn stood, and tlH~ people follo\'lin['; him a
round from one place to t'oLhcr and watching everything
he done, and bobbing their heads to ShOH they understood,
and stooping a little and restinG their hands on their
thighs to Hatch him marl< the places on the ground Hith
his cane; and then he stood up straight and stiff where
Sherburn h,ld stood, fro\.;ning clnd having his ha t-brim dOHn
over his eyes, <lnd S\lng out,
Boggs:" staGGered b<:lcl\:
wards, says "Banr~:" again, and fell down flat on his
ba c k,
The Twople tha t had seen t 11e thi nrr, sa id he done it
perfect; said it was just exactly the way it all happene~
Then 'IS much as Ll do~en people got out their bottlC"s <:lnd
t rca ted him. ( 2 08 )
II
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This "long lanl<y man" seems to be regarded by the to\·rnspeople,
for the mOn1C'nt at leclst, as some sort of "sign-giver," mark
lng out Truth in the dirt for all to sec.

\{hen he

15

finished, and his word accepted, a dozen followers treat him
to their ambrosia.

The number twelve, plus the act of

m~rk

ing the dirt \Y'ith a "crooked-handled" C<.lne, mal<e this \Y'hite
capped man seem almost a perverted Christ-figure.

Followed

by twelve disciples, the white-crowned bringer of truth
makes signs in the dirt much as did Christ (John 816), with
his crooked cane as a staff.

Indeed, the whole scene In

volves reliGious ritual, including the affirmation by those
who know the Truth first-hand that the lanky man's re-en
actment of Bop,-gs 's death is correct.
Here, once again, is an undeniable example of death
worship, this time by nearly an entire town; many of the
people watchinG the reenactment of the death saw the real
death.

Therefore,

they must not be watching the ritual for

the purpose of becoming informed of the facts of the event.
~ot only do

they wish to see dead Boggs himself (this could

be dismissed as simple curiosity), but they also want to re
experience the event (Which they have alrcudy seen) in
stylized, ritualized form.

This, alonp,- with the other "co

incidental" aspects of the incident already cited (such as
the Bible and the townspeople

liter~llly

stifling

I3og~s

in

much the same \wy that Hucl( feels stifled by society and
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its relicioI1), contributes to the overall pattern of Death
and its abstract connotations which, as stated previously,
recur throughout Huckleberry Finn.
The attempted-lynching scene which follows the shoot
1ng offers another cryptic thread to the fabric-pattern of
Death.

Once again the ideas of Death and concealment are

linked, this time by Sherburn.

He tells the mob, "If any

real lynching's going to be done, it will be done in the
dark, Southern fashion; and when they corne they'll bring
their masl<s, and fetch a

.!!!Q.!J

along"

(211).

This linl<ing of

Death and "masking," or concealment, occurs several times
throughout Huckleberry Finn.
body in the house,

th~y

\-lhen Huck and Jim find Pap's

find, among other things, "a couple

of masl<s made out of black cloth" (98).

'{hen the men 1n

the steamboat are killed, the hull< slips beneath the water,
concealing what it holds inside (127).
is killed, Huck covers his face.

When Duck Grangerford

compounding the deilth-within

death image by adding the aspect of concealment.

Notably,

the other deaths jilSt mentioned also conform to the death
within-death motif as well us that of death-and-concealment.
This puttern of events is too complete in detilil and too
consistent in occurence to be dismissed as the

rationali~a

tion of coincidental, unrelated happenings.
Another human cleath that deserves treatment here 1S
that of Buck Grangerford.

His death is a direct result of a
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murderous fcud whose beginning is nearly lost to living
memory and whose end seems totally academic.

In short, it

1.S

The fact that it is a feud immedi

death for death's sake.

ately sUGGests archetypal overtones, or at least basic pri
mal forces at work.

Ilucl(' s referral to the Shephcrdsons as

"hiah-toncd, and h'ell born, and rich and grand, as the tribe
of GranGerfords" (165), is hardly coincidental.

In addition

to the suspicious, if appropriate, use of the term "tribe"
1.S

the obvious indication that this tribal appetite for

blood-venGC'~lncc

is concealp.d bencath n thin, pretentious

veneer of gentility and refinement.

Huck describes the

local church-servicel
The men took their guns along, so did Buck, and kept
them between their knees or stood them handy against the
wall.
The Shepherdsons done the same.
It was pretty
ornery preaching--all about brotherly love, and such
like tiresomeness; but everybody said it was a good ser
mon, and they all talkecl it over goine- home, and had
such a powerful lot to say about faith, and good
works . . . . . (168)
The above passaGe illustrates the concealment of under-lying
barbarism amonG the Grangerfords.

Daniel G. Hoffman has noted

this Grotesque phenomenon; the Grangerfords, he observes,
di splay mo re cuI ture th" n Hue k Iws ever seen, a nd they even
apolor;i~~e

to Huck for

se~lrchin{~

his pockets.

But this

"morality of manners," notes Hoffman, is but a thin veneer
over their ess0nt:ial barbarism;
object of their loyalty.
for a gri eva nc e no ne

Cil

they do not understand the

,. In pursui n,"; an endless revenge

n remember, they live by the

la',l1 0 f
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the feral wilderness."

Hoffman sees the feud as "an Ameri

can Ores tcin, a trngedy in which Apollo nnd Atheme, the
gods of

li~ht

and wisdom, do not appear, and the Furies arc

never appcased.,,189

The sermon on Christian charity fails

to move the Grangorfords, and the love of Harney and Sophia
only cuuses more death.
A close examination of those events leading up to and
immediately following Buck's death suggest strong arche
typal connotations.

The incident begins when Huck nwakes to

find the Grnnr;erfords gone; he learns that they have ridden
out to catch Harney before he can take Sophia across the
rlver.

Huck follows the river road until he hears gunfire

in the distance; he arrives at the steamboat-landing and
climbs n convenient trec into the forks that are "out of
ronch"

(172) and \iatches the proceedings.
Behind the wood-rank alongside the steamboat-landing

lie h/o younG men under attack from "four or five men ca
vortinG around on their horses in the open place before the
log store .

." (17)).

Tile men meet limited success against

the boys and even suffer a cnsua lty; the boys

tak(~

adv;3ntage

of the temporary confusion nnd tal(c up ;3 defensive position
b(~i1ind

the Hood pi 1(' henr-ath IIuck's tree.

one of them as Iluc)(.
presenC0 to Huck.

Th(~

Huck

recognl~:es

m0n ride a\iay, nnd Huck reveals his

Duck is now in tlw full hent of l)erseri<

lR91I0ffman, pp.

120-J21.
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posseSSlonl
Duck be~un to cry and rip, and 'lowed that him and his
cousin Joe (that was the other young chap) would make up
for this day, yet.
He said his father and his h .. o
brothers ",as killed, and two or three of the enemy.
Said
thl' Shepherdsolls laid for them, in ambush.
Duck said his
father and brothers ought to waited for their relations-
the Shepherdsons ",as too strong for them.
I asked him
What ",as become of young Harney and Miss Sophia.
He said
they'd eat across the river and was safe.
I was glad of
that; but the way Buck did take on because he didn't
manage to kill Harney that day he shot at him--I hain't
ev(~r heard anything like it. (174)
SUddenly, the men resume the attack from behind, forcing the
boys to run, both \'lounded, for the river, "anel as they swum
do",n the durrent,
and sineinr,- out,

the men run along the bank shotting at them
'Kill thC'm, kill them: "' (174).

This event

weighs on Huck's mind as heavily as any episode in the work.
"It made me so sicl( I most fell out of the tree.

I ain't

aeoing to tell all that happened--it would make me sick
aealn if I was to do that" (171~).
thing quite sir;nificant.
them

Hucl( then reveals some

"I ain't ever going to get shut of

(the killings] --lots of times I dream about them"

(174).

Carl Jung has several pertinent points to make concern
lng events of the type just described.
place a

t

a point near tha t \-;here Harney and Sophia crossed

the river--perhnps the very spot.
is an

The I(illings take

archetyp(~,

into its grasp.

exerting

art

For Jung,

the riv0r-ford

influence upon one who stumbles

Jung describes this type of arch0typ;11 In

fluencc as a force,

havin~

autonomy, which can suddC'nly take
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hold of a person, "like a sei~ure.,,190

June proceeds to

describe one such "spontaneous" occurrence in European his
tory:
Of course, we have a famous case in our Swiss history of
the !(inr: Albrecht who was murdered in the ford of the
Royce not very far from Zurich.
His murderers were
hidinG behind him for the whole stretch from Zurich to
the noyce, quite a long stretch, and after deliberating,
still couldn't come toeether about whether they wanted to
kill, the king or not.
The moment the king rode into the
ford, they thou(~ht, "Murder:"
They shouted, "Why do we
let him abuse us?"
Then they killed him, because this
was the moment they were seized; this WDS the ri~ht
moment.
So you sec, when you have lived in primitive
circumstances in the primeval forest among primitive
popula t ions, t hen you know t ha t phenomenon.
You are
seized with a certain spell and you do a thing that is
unexpected. 191
Jung cites an example of the river-ford and death archetype
in his study of the poem "Hia\ofatha" by Lonr,-fellow.

It is

interestinr,- to note that in Hyths of .1.h.£ Greeks and Uomans
Michael Grant compares Longfellow's Hiawatha to Triptole
mus,

192 an Eleusinian deity who in turn Joseph Henderson

.

..

.

l())

l.dcntl.fl.es as a varl.ant of Iacchus.·

Jun~

.

descrl.bes an

event in this mythopoctical work that in many ways resembles
the death of Buck in Huckleberry Finn.
lIiawatha's first deed was to kill a roebuck with his
arroHI
l()Oj(ichard I. Evans, Conversations with .QQl:..! Jun~,

51.
l()lEva ns,

p.

1()2Grant, p.

51.
1)2.

19J5 ce ahove, p.

5H.

p.
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"Dead he lay there in the forest,
By the ford across the river."
This is typical of Hiawatha's deeds.
Whatever he
kills generally lies hy or in the water, or better
still, half in water ilnd half on land.
His subsequent
adventures will explain why this is so.
Further, the
roebuck was no ordinary animal, but a ma~ic one with an
unconscious (i.e., symbolical) significance.lyl~
The simi lnri ty be tween the clea th of BucJ( Grangerford and the
above archetypal referencp should be obvious.

',{hat few dif

fen""llces there arc betliPen the incidents cited by .Tung <lnd
Buck's death can be explained quite siltisfactorily throuGh
the concept of

the personal unconSClOUS.

the Hississippi Hivcr in an i1rca such as
domain,

n

st(~C1mboat

approxim;ltion of a

For one livinG near
the Grangerfords'

landinr,- mip;ht liell prove as close an
ford as would be necessary for that per-

son's mind to experience (or describe)
those personal surroundings.

the archetype throur,-h

Indeed, lie are told that the

two lovers d:id malcc it across the river, apparently crossing
somewhere nearby.
All of tIle essential inr;redients of the river-ford
archetYiJc .lre present at nuck's
irresolut<~;

after suffering it casualty they temporarily break

off the a t t ,\ eke n t i r
from behind,

The m('n arc at first

dr~(lth.

til(' mr'n

(>

1 y.

Then,

in an

ttack llflonthe boys

succ(,e'd in d.rivin,,: the' boys into the

rlver ncar the land ing.

T his f ram c s t he act ion \" i t hi n til C

archetypal situation and trir'J';f'r's

lfJl~JtHl{~,

it

the classic re'sflonsc.

SymlJoJf; .Q..[ Trilnsformiltion,

p.

326.

Thl'
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men pursue the wounded boys, yelling, "Kill them, kill
them:

tI

They are caught up in the archetypal "seizure tl

described by Jung.
Two particular details must be noted here.

In Long

fellow's poem, Hiawatha makes magic clothing from the hide
of the buck he kills. 195
of clothes from Buck.

Similarly, Huck receives a new set

Finnlly, it is interesting that Huck's

dead friend, also killed within the same symbolic frnmmvork
as Hiawatha's magical animal, is named "Bucl{."
Buck's hysteria, as well as that of his enemies, also
conforms to certain archetypal patterns.
and

Reli~ion,

Jung, in Psychology

describes how consciousness in its beginnings

must have been "a very precarious thing.,,196

He points out

that in primitive societies today one may still observe how
easily consciousness is lost or becomes unconscious again.
"Hunninr; amok" is one example of this phenomenon; it is the
equivalent of "going berserk" in Germanic sa~a.197
is,"

Jun{~

"This

explains, tin more or less trance-state, often

accompanied by devastating social effects.,,198

The last

statement mieht well be applied to the literary incident under
examination here.
lSf5 Jun n

t:J •

Symbo Is Q.f Tra ns forma t i on, pp.

)26-)27.

196)Jun~, PsycholOGY QllQ Relieionl West and East, p.

17.

197 Jung , PsycholOGY Q.ill! Heliaionl ~ and EClst, p. 17.
198 Jung , Psychology.aml Helir.;ioDl West unci E~lst, p. 17.
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The elaborate customs of politeness used by the
Grangerfords take on more significance in light of the ob
servation by Jung concerning the prevention of such out
bursts.

Primitives, he notes, take elaborate steps to

accomplish this, "speaking in u hushed voice, laying do\Vn
their weapons, crawling on all fours, bowing the head, show

.
lng
the palms." 199

Jung contends that these customs arc not

peculiar to primitive cultures but are very much in evi
dence in our own societyl
Even our own forms of politeness still exhibit a "reli
gious" consideration of possible psychic d<:lngers.
\le
propitiate fate by magically wishing one another good day.
It is not good form to keep the left hand in your pocket
or behind your back wh~n shaking hands.
If you want to
be particularly ingratiating you use both hands.
Before
people of ~reat authority we bow with uncovered head,
i.e., powerful one, who might quite easily fall sudden
prey to a fit of uncontrollable violence. 200
When we consider how the above passage might explain the
Grangerfords' "morality of manners," we see two aspects that
have echoes in other parts of Huckleberry Finn.
interpretinG the young GranGerfords'

First, upon

treatment of their

father in the light of the above passage, we see the pOSS1
bility of true Oedipal terror lurking just under the surface
of their stylized "respect" for their father.

Huck's descrip

tion of him supports this contentionl

199 Jung, PsycholOGY ami HeliGionl '';cst anct East, p.
17.
200Jung,

17.

PsycholOGY and Heligionl Ji..£...§..! a nct Ea s t , p.
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Sometimes he smiled, and it was good to see; but when he
strai~htened himself up like a liberty-pole, and the
li~htning begun to flicker out from under his eyebrows
you wanted to climb a tree first, and find out what the
matter was afterwards.
He didn't have to tell anybody
to mind their manners--everybody was always good mannered
where he was. (164)
liuck's illustrative use of thunder and lightning is also
interesting, considering how often thunder storms occur in
the work.

In this case it serves to place the Grangerfords

1n an elemental framework,

thus reinforcing the validity of

an archetypal interpretation.
The second recurrent motif of which the Grangerfords'
manners are but one example is that of terrible doom lying in
constant fear of not only their

feud-enemie~

but of their own leader, their father.

the

Shepherdson~

Just as the houses

on the bank in Boggs' village are in constant danr;er of cle
struction from the primeval force of the destructive rlver,
which is always "gnLlwing at" them, so LIre the outhrardly
civilized Grangerfords in danger of a bood-bath in their
own home, which appears to be a temple of gentility.
In Huc!{lcberry Finn,
ness, or "loss of soul,
of Buck Grangerford.

II

the concept of loss of conSClOUS

does not only appear wi tl1 the clea th

Apparently, Twain was quite aware of,

one might even venture to say, obsessed with,

the idea.

In

"The Devil and Samuel Clemens," Coleman Parsons purports
that when fnced with a situation or report of mass violence,
Twain

"WLIS

tempted to gloat over these outrar;es as
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irrefutable proofs that the human race was utterly brutal,
damned, and depraved.,,201

Lynchine-, in particular, re

presented "the ncme of modern cruelty,,202 to Clemens.
on(~

When

returns to the lynch-mob scene following the Boggs shoot

ing, he sees n definite pattern supporting the above conten
tions.

.

.

The lynching scene is the culmination of the lneVl

table process which bee-ins with the description of the
houses perched on the ede-e of the hungry river.

As the

river gnaws at the land, so do the "perils of the soul"
threaten and finnlly conquer the minds of the mob.
All this is supported by Jung's archetypal vielV' of
human behavior.

He contends that "beneath all natural shy

ness, shame, and tact,
I

perils of the soul.'"

there is n secret fear of the unknown
One is reluctant, ndmits Jung, to

reveal such a ridiculous fcar even to himself.
than being unfounded,

But, rather

this fear is all too justified; tIle

average person is ignorant of the impersonal forces lurking
in his unconscious only because they rarely appear in his
daily relntionshipsl
But if people crowd to{{('~ther and form a mob, then the
dynamisms of the collective man are let loose--beasts or
demons that lie dormant in every person until he is part
of a mob.
Man in the mass sinks unconsciously to an
inferior moral and intellectual level, to thnt level
201 PaIsons, p. nLOl •
1

202 Parsons, p. 600.
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which is always there, below the threshold of conscious
ness, ready to break forth as soon as it is activated by
the formation of a mass. 20 )
The above quotation

mi~ht

well serve to sum up not only this

chapter devoted to human deaths in Hucl{1eberry Finn, but the
entire novel, as well.

As Huck observes while witnessing

one of the many examples of mass violence in the work, "Human
beings.£.ill} be awful cruel to one another" ()ll).

1 1.-15.

20 JJ un~, P sycho 1 0eY gnd I{e 1 lR10nl
..

'.r

d

~cst ~

~,
L'

pp.

Chapter VII

CONCLUSION
The treatment of death and related death archetypes
1n Hucklp.berry Finn contri bute s to'...ard the '...orl<' s s true ture,
theme, and characterization.
The life-death cycle reveals itself through an arche
typal paLtern whose total effect accounts for much of the
novel's universal appeal.

Here Twain the artist 1S, as

Jung proposes the artist should be, "'collective man,' a
vehicle and moulder of the unconscious psychic life of man
.
204
Iund."

.

.

. .

Hucl,leberry ll!!!!'s popular1ty for the [1rst n1nety

years of its existence supports the contention that its
theme and quality are archetypal in nature.
Death is obviously an important component in the
structural mal,eup of Huckleberry Finn.

Death of one I,ind or

another occurs at virtually every turning-point in the story,
and it is quite possibly the most powerful
hind the action of the novel.
el~rtainly

forms the mos t

sill~le

force be

When linked with life, it

important cyclical continuum of the

worl, •
...?Oh Juna,
p.

101.

~

..

Sp1r~t

.
I .
1:.!! Man, Art and,1tcraturc,

III

Much has been written about the apparent lack of
structural or thematic unity in Huckleberry Finn.

The shift

separatins the last section of the book (that dealing with
Jim's imprisonment) from the rest of the work has formed the
basis for most of this criticism.

When studied in the light

of archetypal imagery, however, the novel appears themati
cally consistent nnd structurally coherent.
This snme archetypal imagery casts doubt on Huck's
cha~acter

development; it is highly questionable whether Huck

matures sirrnificantly in this work.

His attitude toward

Jim seems at one point to "mature," but later appears to
revert almost to its starting point as revealed in Chapter
II.

In all other respects, Huck remains an Iacchus-figure,

the "eternal youth."
Bernard DeVoto claims tha t "Hucl{ never encounters a
sy17lbol but ab'mys some actual human being \·mrl<ing out an
actual clestiny.,,2 0 5

But he mal{es this statement in comparing

Hucldebcrry Finn with Melville's Mohy Dick.

The characters

in Hucl-;:l(1)crrY Finn arc no t purely allegorical

fi~ures,

but

r.1ilny of them do participate in archetypal symbolism of one
kind or another.
\.,ror\(

Hucl( himself is involved throughout the

in the symbolic patterns of

j

nitiation.

It is, of course, impossible to prove just how much of
the archetypal imagery in Huckleberry Finn is a product of
205DeVoto, Marl{ Twain at ~, p. 100.
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Twain's collective unconscious.

There is certain evidence,

j

sUGGestin~

hOh'ever,

that Hucl<leherry Finn is a result of what

Nichael Grant calls "a widespread human instinct" that
"prompts the conversion of stories or events or places or
persons into instinctive centres of reference, Which, since
the world is too much with us,

take the form of myths.,,206

Grant "notes that novelist Hermann Droch believed that
"mythical novels come into beine at periods of dislocation
• which call for a new coherencc.,, 20 7

Grant believes

that this theory miGht explain the popularity of Herman
~;elville

in the years following World War II, as well as

the recently increasinG critical interest in the literary
uses of myth.

This idea mieht also prove enlightening when

applied to a study of the circumstances surrounding the
writinG of Huckleberry Finn.
AlthOUGh Huc!(10berry Finn Has no!; begun un!;il 1875, it
represcnts the culmination of a progression of thoueht beGun
as early as

(,6
lHJ)~

~OH

--less than n year after the end of the

most destructive war in the country's history.

The idea did

not take form until 1870, with the first draft of Tom Sa'o/
.Y.£l:. 209

.
.
a rep 1 y to a 1 etter from h1s
In that year, 1n
206 Gra nt, pp. 279-280.
.-?O7 Grant, p. 280 •
208Adams, p.

lOll J •

209Adams, p. 104J.

II)

boyhood friend, Will Bowen, Twain stated his renewed interest
in his own childhood; in one remarkable passage from this

]

letter, he revealed what miGht be the influence of arche
typal dynamisms

I

Tile old life has swept before me like a panorama; the
old days have trooped by in their old glory agaill; the
old faces have lool(ed out of the mists of the past; old
footsteps have sounded in my listening ears; old hands
have clasped mine, old voices have greeted me, & the
sones I have loved a~es & aGes ago have corne wailing
down the centuries: 2 0
The possibility of a not-too-hidden meaning here is all too
obvious.

\"rhose "old faces" appeared to him "out of the

mists of the past?"

Are the footsteps he heard those of his

old comrades on the streets of Hannibal, or those of the
jUbilant procession from Athens to the Sea of Eleusis?

Are

the sonGs those of the American frontier or those of the
universal lonr,-ings of humonity,
Quest of Gilr,-amesh?
.. 0

the Hymn to Demeter and The

It is rcasonrtblc to assume that the

ld ho nds" lvhich clasped his a Iso helped [;ui de hi s pen, but

",hose hands ,..ere they?

Like the archetypes themselves, thp.se

questions must remain ultimately an unfathomable mystery.
Archetypal criticism does not always produce crystalclear parallels and uniformly acceptable progressions of
de(;uction leading to irrefutable conclusions.

This type of

literary inte~pretation is by nature SUbjective and often
2l0Thcodore Hornberger, ed.,
Will Dowen, p. 18.

~1arl( Twain's Letters i2

lllJ
abstruse.
i

I

But if the render has had the patience to follow

the material and arguments presented here, he will have
added perhaps in some small measure to his appreciation and
understanding of Hucldeberry Finn.
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